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WELCOME MESSAGE
FROM DOBROMIR KARAMARINOV
This has already been a busy season, especially as the World
Athletics Championships have taken place in the same summer
as our continental showcase for the first time.
Consequently, I am immensely gratified that so many of Europe’s
top athletes will be competing here after they have challenged
for global honours last month.

€ 41.2

I am sure they will be warmly received and applauded because
I know that German athletics fans are some of the most know
ledgeable and enthusiastic aficionados of our sport anywhere
in the world let alone in Europe, and this was amply shown four
years ago at the last edition of these Championships when they
were held in Berlin.
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I am very pleased to welcome everyone to the Munich 2022
European Athletics Championships, the 25th edition of the most
important continental competition of our wonderful sport.

STORES

This championship marks a return to a city and a stadium that
is steeped in athletics history not least because the 1972 Olympic Games and 2002 European Athletics Championships were
staged here 50 and 20 years ago respectively.
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I am old enough to remember those Olympic Games and watching the myriad of outstanding performances from the leading
runners, jumpers, throwers, and walkers of that era – many of
whom came from Europe – has provided me with a lifetime of
vivid memories and those Games were an inspiration to me as
a youngster to get involved in athletics.
It would be no surprise if these Championships have the same
effect on the current generation of children and teenagers. In
15- or 20-years’ time I think there will be many people involved
in athletics – both on and off the track – who will remember
these seven days in Munich as the moment when our sport
grabbed their attention and spurred their enthusiasm, which in
my case has lasted a lifetime.

European Athletics would like to say a very big thank you to the
Munich 2022 Local Organising Committee, the City of Munich,
and regional public authorities and the Deutscher Leichtathletik-Verband (German athletics federation), as well as all the
officials and volunteers involved with the Championships for
their hard work, commitment and enthusiasm.
I wish everyone a successful and enjoyable seven days of competition here in Munich.

Dobromir Karamarinov
European Athletics President
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Freude am Fahren. Elektrisch.

T H E
NEW

iX1
100% ELECTRIC

WELCOME MESSAGE
FROM MARION SCHÖNE
For the 1972 Summer Olympics, the architects of Olympiapark
created a unique venue which has retained its charm and significance over the past 50 years and has become one of the
most distinctive landmarks of the Bavarian state capital.
As one of the most sustainable Olympic sites in the world,
Olympiapark will once again be in the sporting spotlight this
summer and will see athletes from all over Europe compete
to claim the coveted title of European champion and reap the
fruits of years of arduous work. The European Championships
Munich 2022 are the biggest multi-sport event in Germany
since 1972, marking the 50th anniversary of the Olympic Games:
nine European championships under one roof and a colourful festival programme promise a host of memorable event
experiences.
“Back to the Roofs” is more than just a slogan. Munich 2022 is
an innovative return to the roots of the Games, including sport,
art, culture, and commemoration. At the same time, the event
stands for a concrete return to the legendary architecture of
Olympiapark with its world-famous tent roof construction.
Over the past decades Olympiastadion has hosted international
sports and music greats, just in June the Rolling Stones graced
our halls. And we are delighted that our beautiful stadium will
now welcome back Europe’s track and field stars, 20 years after
Munich last organised the European Athletics Championships.
Fans can look forward to seven days of top-notch competition
and nail-biting suspense. With 50 titles up for grabs, athletics
features the most medal events of Munich 2022, eight of which
will be decided in the city centre. The spectators along the race
walk and marathon courses will be able to witness sports history up close and free of charge.

A free festival programme as well as the addition of para events
in canoe sprint and rowing attest further to the inclusivity and
accessibility of Munich 2022. From the start, it has been our
ambition to create an event for all and leave a legacy of our
own. Make yourself at home, soak in the atmosphere and enjoy
this extraordinary chapter in the glorious history of Olympiapark – here is to the next 50 years!

Marion Schöne
Managing Director of Olympiapark München GmbH

Enjoy the European Championships.
With BMW in Munich.

BMW iX1 xDrive30: Stromverbrauch in kWh/100 km: - (NEFZ) / 18,4 –17,3 (WLTP); Elektrische Reichweite (WLTP) in km: 413 – 438. Bei den Angaben handelt es sich um voraussichtliche,
noch nicht offiziell bestätigte Werte. Offizielle Angaben zu Stromverbrauch und elektrischer Reichweite wurden nach dem vorgeschriebenen Messverfahren ermittelt und entsprechen
der VO (EU) 715/2007 in der jeweils geltenden Fassung. WLTP-Angaben berücksichtigen bei Spannbreiten jegliche Sonderausstattung. Für seit 01.01.2021 neu typgeprüfte Fahrzeuge
existieren die offiziellen Angaben nicht mehr nach NEFZ, sondern nur noch nach WLTP. Weitere Informationen zu den Messverfahren WLTP und NEFZ finden Sie unter www.bmw.de/wltp
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BMW iX1 xDrive30 voraussichtlich verfügbar ab 11/2022.
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BERLIN 2018 TO MUNICH 2022
GERMAN BATON EXCHANGE

GROSSER GENUSS,
DER GLÜCKLICH MACHT.

EINZIGARTIGER GESCHMACK – GEMACHT FÜR PERFEKTE MOMENTE.
GRUYERE.COM

The passing of the European Athletics Championships baton
via the Bundesautobahn 9 connecting Berlin and Munich has
been a somewhat shorter journey than originally envisioned.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the 25th edition of the European Athletics Championships set to take place in Paris, France
in 2020 was forced to be cancelled, meaning Germany now
becomes the first country in the championships’ history to host
back-to-back events.
This continues Germany’s rich history and association with the
European Athletics Championships, both as a host and competing nation. Between modern-day Germany, East and West
Germany, the country has claimed close to 200 gold medals,
demonstrating the high regard in which athletics are held in
Germany.
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Outdoor running tracks are a familiar sight throughout cities
and villages dotted across Germany, seen almost as frequently
as football fields. This allows easy access for budding athletes
to get into the sport and structured pathways to the elite level
of track and field.
This has helped Germany produce a number of legends of European athletics over the years, such as Hanau’s 400m specialist
Harald Schmid, Cottbus discus thrower Robert Harting and Kiel
high-jumper Heike Henkel.

Le Gruyère AOP ist Official Partner der
European Championships Munich 2022

It is not just great athletes that Germany produces but also
memorable events. 2022 marks the fourth time Germany has
hosted the European Athletics Championships and the second
time it will come to the Bavarian capital, putting Munich in the
elite company of Budapest and Helsinki as the only cities to have
welcomed Europe’s elite athletes on more than one occasion.
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BACK TO THE ROOFS

A DARING IDEA TURNING
INTO A LANDMARK
When Munich was selected to host the
1972 Olympic Games in 1966, it was
obvious that a new stadium had to be
built. Because the organisers wanted
to counter the propaganda Games of
1936 a lightweight and open architecture was drawn up as a step towards
the envisioned “Cheerful Games”. However, the roof of the new construction
had to be translucent for another reason – broadcasting via the new colour
television system required plenty of
light.
In the architectural tender launched
by the City of Munich, the architects
Behnisch & Partner were among those
to submit a concept. Their novel idea:
Munich should have a tent roof, inspired
by the tent roof construction by architect Frei Otto for the German pavilion at
the 1967 World Expo in Montreal. Their
miniature model was as unconventional as their plan – nylon stockings
stretched over wooden sticks were to
represent the roof. This particular construction might not have lasted long,
but the idea behind it did.

What initially seemed too daring to the
judges prevailed after a long selection
process. In the end, the innovative tent
roof structure and the beautifully integrated landscape architecture won the
jury over. Steel cables and Plexiglas
were used to create a roof surface of

88,000 square metres, spanning the
main grandstand of Olympiastadion,
Olympiahalle, Olympia-Schwimmhalle
and the pathways in between. The
result is a unique silhouette that has
become an iconic feature of Munich’s
cityscape.

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS VOL. 2:
TURNING IT UP FOR MUNICH 2022
Olympiapark is an event location and meeting point with a glorious past, a vibrant present and a bright future. This August,
the park is once again in the spotlight: By hosting the European Championships Munich 2022, the Bavarian state capital
welcomes the biggest sporting event since the 1972 Summer
Olympics. High-profile sports under one roof, right in the heart
of the city, in a carefree atmosphere – such is the winning formula for a unique and memorable experience. Back then, just
as it is today.
Munich 2022 is an innovative return to the roots of the 1972
Olympic Games. A reminiscence of hospitality, happiness, and
community, but also of the victims of the terrorist attack on the
Israeli Olympic team. At the same time, it is a concrete return
to the legendary architecture of Olympiapark with its world-
famous tent roof construction, which once turned Munich, a
village housing a million people, into an international sports
metropolis overnight.
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Munich 2022 pays homage to this heritage, celebrates the
uniqueness of Munich as a venue, sets an example in terms of
sustainability and leaves its own legacy. This is another, but certainly not the last chapter in the success story of Olympiapark.
This coming home is described by the slogan of the European Championships 2022. “Back to the Roofs” is a promise
to embrace the legacy of 1972 and to interpret it in a modern
and new way. A vibrant visual identity has been created to back
the idea, building on the iconic design by Otl Aicher. The roof
silhouette is at the core of the imagery, spanning Olympiapark, uniting the nine Munich 2022 sports and linking history
with the future. Everyone is welcome to join and be part of an
unforgettable spectacle of sport and culture. After all, is there
any better way to celebrate a golden jubilee?

The multi-sport European Championships celebrated their premiere in Glasgow and Berlin in 2018, creating a must-watch,
must-attend experience that elevates the Champions of
Europe. The second edition sees a revamped and more diverse
sports programme, with individual, team and ball sports all
represented in nine Olympic sports: athletics, beach volleyball,
canoe sprint, cycling, gymnastics, rowing, sport climbing, table
tennis, and triathlon. Para events in canoe sprint and rowing
up the total number of medal events to 177, while underlining the inclusive character of Munich 2022. The nine sports
appeal to both young and older audiences with gender equity
across almost all disciplines. Munich 2022 truly is an event for
everyone, with plenty of free events allowing fans to witness
sports history up close. A varied festival programme turns the
European Championships into an 11-day extravaganza not to
be missed.
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SPORTS PROGRAMME
11 – 21 AUGUST 2022
SPORT / DISCIPLINE

VENUE

Athletics

Olympiastadion

Athletics Marathon

Munich City Centre

Athletics Race Walking

Munich City Centre

Beach Volleyball

Königsplatz

Canoe Sprint

Munich Olympic Regatta Centre

Cycling Track

Messe München

Cycling Road

Munich City Centre

Cycling Mountain Bike

Olympiapark

Cycling BMX Freestyle

Olympiapark

Artistic Gymnastics

Olympiahalle

Rowing

Munich Olympic Regatta Centre

Sport Climbing Boulder

Königsplatz

Sport Climbing Lead

Königsplatz

Sport Climbing Speed

Königsplatz

Sport Climbing Boulder & Lead

Königsplatz

Table Tennis Doubles

Rudi-Sedlmayer-Halle

Table Tennis Singles

Rudi-Sedlmayer-Halle

Triathlon

Olympiapark

    MEDAL EVENTS
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name and logos are trademarks of European Championships Management Sàrl.
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ATHLETICS VENUES AND COURSES

GISELASTRASSE

Olympiastadion, with its unique tent roof
architecture, has entertained sports and
music fans from the get-go. Since the
1972 Olympic Games, the stadium has
hosted international superstars such
as the Rolling Stones, Metallica, Pink,
U2, and Rihanna. Sporting highlights
included the finals of the 1974 FIFA
World Cup and 1988 UEFA Euro as well
as the 2002 European Athletics Championships. For their 20th anniversary, all
eyes will once again be set on Europe’s
best track and field athletes.

10 | 20 | 30 | 40 km
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CHINESISCHER
TURM

ADDITIONAL LOOP

UNIVERSITÄT

ENGLISCHER GARTEN

KÖNIGSPLATZ

The road events will be held in Munich’s
city centre, with the marathon taking
the runners on a different kind of sightseeing tour. Following an introductory
2.195-kilometre loop from Odeonsplatz to Siegestor, the runners will take
on a ten-kilometre city tour past the
most impressive sights four times. The
winners will be crowned at Odeonsplatz, one of the most famous squares
in Munich’s Old Town, surrounded by

EISBACHWELLE

START / FINISH
HOFGARTEN

line. Medals will be handed out over the
20-kilometre and 35-kilometre distance
– a European Athletics Championship
premiere. The marathon and race walk
events are open to spectators free of
charge, as the entire city will be captivated by Germany’s biggest sporting
event since the 1972 Olympic Games.

famous attractions such as Residenz
(city palace), the baroque Theatiner
kirche (Theatine Church) or Hofgarten
(Royal Garden).
The majestic lions of Feldherrnhalle
(Field Marshalls’ Hall) will also look on
as the best race walkers cross the finish
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MARATHON
Marathon course (10 km)

Refreshment station

Additional loop (in first lap)

Drinking / sponging station

Y

Train station

Subway station

Mist station

Information as of 20 June 2022. Subject to change.
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SIEGESTOR

UNIVERSITÄT

ENGLISCHER GARTEN

ADDITIONAL LOOP

EISBACHWELLE

START / FINISH
START 35 km

START 20 km

HOFGARTEN
ODEONSPLATZ

RESIDENZ

FRAUENKIRCHE

MARIENPLATZ

RACE WALKING 35 km & 20 km
Race walking course (2 km lap)

Refreshment station

Additional loop 35 km (in first lap)

Drinking / sponging station

Train station

Mist station

Subway station

Information as of 20 June 2022. Subject to change.
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ALL ROOFS AT A GLANCE
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The Roofs will pitch its tents at the competition venues of the European Championships Munich 2022 from 11 - 21 August,
offering a diverse and free festival programme that has something on offer for everyone. We present the individual worlds
of experience.

CENTRAL ROOF
Right at the heart of Olympiapark: The Central Roof celebrates
culture, music and golden sporting moments. With the Central Stage located on Olympiasee, this is the largest stage of
the festival and welcomes correspondingly big national and
international acts, including ELIF, GAYLE, Wanda and the Beatsteaks. The athletics medal ceremonies also take place at the
Central Roof.

ART ROOF
The Art Roof presents itself as an extraordinary platform for art
– the floating container studios in Olympiasee are themselves
an eye-catcher. There is plenty of art from various collectives to
discover and experience live. Among other things, artists from
Kunstlabor 2 will create a unique work of art on a six-metrehigh Giant Wall during the 11 days of the festival.

MÜNC AHArA • ÄTNA • OG KEEMO • Luna

BUK SDAUGHTER • SCHLACHTHOFBRONX
CAROLECHENER FREIHEIT • MYKKI BLANCO
MÜN A HARTMANN • TASH LC X FLOWDAN
PAULrrA FOR CUVA • MArIE SPAEMANN • MOL-fiA
PA pongratz • ami warning • feminine hi
maxi monaco f • pauls jets • neromun
oimara • ria • munich jazz connection
inga •

nalan • orbit • u.v.a.m.

FINDING JOY IN THE SMALL MOMENTS
For creative minds, art aficionados and the young at heart. To
join in, dance along and enjoy the music. Full of character and
charm. The Roofs accompanies the European Championships
Munich 2022 for 11 days with a colourful and free festival
programme. The Roofs is much more than just an addition to
the sporting spectacle. It is a declaration of love to all of us
and to life.

The festival is divided into 11 individual Roofs which present
themselves as stand-alone worlds of experience with their
own thematic focal points. From the Creative Roof to the Kids
Roof to the Heimat Roof – everyone is welcome here, regardless of age or origin. The heart of the festival is in Olympiapark, but The Roofs will also be on offer at Königsplatz and
the Olympic Regatta Centre.

Dancing sunbeams on the water. A picnic with the family. Losing yourself in the music. Putting worries aside for a while. A
friendly conversation in the toilet queue. Wiggling your toes
in the sand. Enjoying a cool drink in a convivial atmosphere.

Headliners like Wanda, GAYLE and the Beatsteaks meet art,
culture and the culinary arts. A unique symbiosis is created
that is thought out down to the smallest detail, but without
sterility. The result is a light and relaxed atmosphere, which
for a moment cancels out the heaviness of everyday life and
current world events.

It’s often the little things and surprising moments that put a
smile on our faces and give us a moment of lightheartedness.
The Roofs, with its special set-up and lovingly curated programme, is dedicated to these unexpected moments of happiness that stick in our minds and remain in our memories for
a long time.
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Or to put it in the words of a poet: Nothing expected, much
experienced, recognising that joy lives in the smallest details.
The one moment that is to be grasped, to be felt, to live, to
mature in the heart.

HEIMAT ROOF
On Olympiaberg it’s all hearty, whether it’s a white sausage
breakfast in the morning or a cabaret in the evening. The festival partners DER TEGERNSEE and Reiseland Bayern ensure
Bavarian cosiness in the highest beer garden in Munich. The
icing on the cake: From here you even have a view of the
mountain bike and BMX freestyle competitions.

KIDS ROOF
The Kids Roof makes the hearts of the youngest festival visitors beat faster. The colourful hands-on programme – from
sporting challenges to creative workshops by LILALU – leaves
nothing to be desired under this roof. When you see the oversized mythical creatures, you simply want to be a child again.

CREATIVE ROOF
The Creative Roof offers space for development and encounters. The varied programme invites you to dream and takes visitors on musical journeys as varied as electronic sounds, hip hop,
indie rock, moving Afro beats and Latin rhythms. The world is a
guest in front of and on the second largest stage of the festival.

CAPRI ROOF
Under colourful pennants, fairy lights and with a view of Olympia
see, this Roof guarantees a holiday mood. Cool drinks are provided, and a relaxed atmosphere is a given. A perfect place to
follow the triathlon competitions. During the weekend, various
bands and DJs ensure a party atmosphere and dancing legs.

TECHNOLOGY ROOF
The Technology Roof will be used by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft
from 11-15 August, before Munich Startup will take over the
programme from 16 August. Promising technologies are already
on the agenda today. There is innovation and research to touch
and explore. Not only worthwhile for technology enthusiasts.
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MULTICOLOUR ROOF
Nomen est omen: The Multicolour Roof on Königsplatz also
lives up to its name. A colourful festival flair and a rich offering of the young Munich gastronomy scene, which whets the
appetite. Here you will find traditional cuisine and international
influences as well as a bar culture and club scene that could
hardly be livelier and more contemporary.

DRUM & HERUM
In Munich, around Munich and simply ‘Drum & Herum’: Olympiapark is at the core of The Roofs, but that doesn’t mean that
the competition courses in the city and the surrounding area
are quiet. Where there is cycling, running, and walking, there is
also celebration. You can look forward to a tailor-made support
programme at Odeonsplatz, in Fürstenfeldbruck and Landsberg am Lech.

GOLDEN BEACH ROOF
Summer, sun, and fun: The proven formula of top-class sport
and festival feeling is also applied at the Olympic Regatta Centre in Oberschleißheim, from 11-14 August and again from
18 -21 August. If you want to imitate the pros on the water,
you can sit in a canoe or rowing boat at the outdoor ‘testival’.

Curious? You can find timetables and detailed information about the programme of The Roofs on the official app of the European Championships Munich 2022.
Discover the entire spectrum of the festival and put
together your personal agenda. Learn about all the features of the app at munich2022.com/app – available
for Android and iOS in German and English.

BMW WELT ROOF
As the official premium partner of the European Championships, BMW welcomes young and old to BMW Welt. The oversized hidden object picture gives a foretaste of the diversity of
Munich 2022 and an eventful day in Olympiapark (see pages
22-23). The best way to end the day is in the BMW Welt lounge
on one of the most beautiful terraces in Munich.
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PARTNER ROOF
Hans-Jochen-Vogel-Platz becomes the hub for the partners of
the European Championships Munich 2022. The exhibitors are
as diverse as the event itself and offer exciting insights. From
meet & greets with medal winners to merchandising – numerous souvenirs await here. Literally and figuratively.
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MALAIKA MIHAMBO’S
MISSION: TITLE DEFENCE
OR 7.45 METRES?

MEDITATION FOR CONCENTRATION
To do this, it takes full concentration. That is not easy, as a competition often stretches over a good two hours. “I think that’s
what makes the long jump so demanding, because you have to
find your concentration again and again over a longer period of
time.” Because in addition to the external championships, there
is also an internal one.
That’s why the rest periods between the jumps should not
be underestimated, “because you can’t maintain such a high
level of concentration for an hour and a half. So, this alternation between tension and relaxation is actually what makes the
competition so special.” The Heidelberg native has a rehearsed
routine for this: take off your extra layers. Look towards the
board and the pit. Focus on details for the run-up. And several
deep breaths.

ALL IN ONE: GERMAN CHAMPION,
EUROPEAN CHAMPION, WORLD CHAMPION
(AND OLYMPIC CHAMPION)
The long jumper has been perfecting this routine for years: Gold
at the 2013 European U20 Championships, gold at the 2015
European U23 Championships, bronze at the European Championships and then the true test. At the inaugural European
Championships in Berlin 2018, Mihambo was under incredible
pressure on home turf. “Even in the stands, you noticed that all
the people were really following meticulously what you were
doing in the infield. And of course, that was a pressure I hadn’t
known before.” The lap of honour after the initial trembling
before the decisive third attempt was something special. Since
then, the 28-year-old has added a world title to her achievements with an incredible leap to 7.30 metres in 2019, and an
Olympic victory in 2021.

BY CATIANA RETTENBERGER
Malaika Mihambo is not looking for an heir to the throne. The
mission of the world-class long jumper is to defend her title.
And this year the 28-year-old has three titles to defend. First
at the German championships, then at the world championships in Eugene and three weeks later at her second European Championships on home soil in Munich. In an exclusive
interview the face of athletics for the European Championships Munich 2022 answered some of our questions.
Mihambo got to know the ancient sport at the age of eight in a
summer camp. “Since then, I have been a track and field athlete
with all my heart.” The specialisation on the long jump came
when she was about 16; before that, the athlete focused on
the pentathlon. Sprinting is still close to her heart today, which
is why the German with Tanzanian roots often competes in the
100 and 200 metres. The starts are not mandatory, but the
training sessions for them are. “Increasing the maximum speed
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is important in the long jump because the distance depends
largely on the run-up speed.”
“Performance amplifiers are definitely to be looked for in the
sprint. Speed is really the most important thing. But then of
course it’s also about being able to put the speed on the board.”
In addition to the two to four sprint sessions per week, the
world-class athlete spends two sessions in the weight room
and completes jumps over hurdles, on the grass and from a
short run-up into the pit in further technique sessions. In addition, there are occasional tempo run sessions, which she does
not need to this extent for the long jump itself. But sprinting is
just as much fun for her as jumping. “What I particularly enjoy, of
course, are usually the jumping sessions, one being long jump,
of course, and the other hurdle jumps, or repeated jumps.” The
aim of her training is to combine her speed, strength and technique and turn them into distance from the board.

In Munich, therefore, there will be even more eyes on her than
in Berlin, yet the inner pressure has lessened. “I have actually
already achieved everything that an athlete can achieve in his
or her sporting life. So, everything that is still to come is just a
bonus.”

SATISFACTION WITH HER OWN PERFORMANCE > TITLE (DEFENCE)
It only brings her joy “to go into the ring as the defending champion.” Because “there is no pressure now that I have to win
there somehow.” Her motivation no longer has anything to do
with titles, but with an as yet unanswered question: “How far
can I jump?”
At the start of the 2022 season, Mihambo jumped a magnificent 7.09 metres in Birmingham. She has never been that good
at the start of the season! This raises a follow-up question,
namely whether she will be able to attack records as well as
titles this year. Her best of 7.30 metres catapulted her to the
twelfth best long jumper of all time and the second best German behind Heike Drechsler, who holds the German record of
7.48 metres. The European and world record of 7.52 metres
set by Galina Chistyakova (then URS) in 1988 is only a few centimetres further.
When faced with the question of whether she would choose a
successful title defence or a legal jump of 7.45 metres, she only
had to think about it for a blink of an eye. “If I had the choice,
I would definitely go for 7.45 metres because going beyond
yourself has a whole different meaning than a title.”
The result would not be a record, but merely a personal best,
yet the choice was easy for her. Jumping new distances is part
of her inner championship, but the outer one, and thus defending the title, is no easy feat either. “There are actually a lot of
competitors who are very strong.” In Europe, besides Mihambo
herself, these contenders include Ukraine’s Maryna Bekh-
Romanchuk, Serbia’s Ivana Vuleta (née Španović) and Britain’s
Lorraine Ugen.
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“SINCE THEN, I HAVE
BEEN A TRACK AND
FIELD ATHLETE WITH
ALL MY HEART.”

MUNICH 2022 AND THE ROOFS FESTIVAL
However, the long jump pit and its sand should stay infield, even
though Mihambo will visit many facilities around the world this
year. “This year’s highlights are pretty clear: first of all, of course,
the world championships in July and then the European Championships in August. And of course, as the defending champion,
I hope to give my best at both.”
Munich 2022 is not just another home European Championships, but, as in 2018, a mix of several European Championships, but this time all in one city! Munich 2022 will host nine
European Championships: athletics, beach volleyball, canoe
sprint, cycling, gymnastics, rowing, sport climbing, table tennis
and triathlon. Mihambo also finds it difficult to decide which of
these she should watch. She has never seen the other sports
live, “so all of them are interesting for the time being, because I
simply don’t know them yet.”
Accompanying the multi-sport event will be The Roofs festival. “There were a lot of things that sounded interesting,” said
the track and field athlete. For Mihambo, the roofs with music,
meditation, but also literature and philosophy are particularly
exciting. “That’s why the poetry slams would definitely be very
interesting to listen to.”

MORE THAN “JUST” A LONG JUMPER
Besides sports and her studies in environmental science,
Mihambo also enjoys playing the piano, and “also likes to
write her own music because it’s nice to create something
of your own.” Thus, the athlete is the perfect figurehead for
the sustainable multi-sport event and the accompanying The
Roofs festival. The 28-year-old also likes to get involved with
other people and for other people, which is how Malaikas Herzsprung e.V. came into being. A temporary campaign, started
at her former primary school, turned into an association that
works to ensure that children can afford to pay fees for sports
clubs today.

CHANGES IN SPORT
The opposition is only one variable of the competitions. Not
long ago, you could tell if you produced a foul when you jumped.
You could feel stepping on the plasticine mass, but today this
control mechanism has been replaced by the newly introduced
light barrier. Mihambo thinks the change is right: “It makes it
more comparable, of course, and thus fairer again, because the
light barrier always measures exactly the same.” Shoes that
have a higher bend at the tip leave a mark later, even when they
overstep, and therefore often wrongly produced legal jumps
until last year. Such mistakes will be history from now on.

Mihambo’s priority, however, is to be a track and field athlete
with all her heart: “Sport simply offers me a lot of opportunities
to develop as a person, and I wouldn’t want to miss that chance.”

But no matter how the spikes are shaped, sand is always in
them. “There is always sand in the shoes, too, and it will probably never come out again,” the German explains with a laugh.
At home, she takes off her sportswear in the shower to avoid
turning the entire flat into an extended sandbox.
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MUNICH – A MODERN CITY
WITH TRADITION
The history of Munich is documented all the way back to 1158
when it was first mentioned as “forum apud Munichen.” The
Old German name means “by the monks” and derives from the
monks who ran a monastery at the place that later became the
Old Town of Munich. To this day, a monk is still depicted on the
city’s coat of arms.
Today, the Bavarian state capital is the third-largest city in
Germany – behind Berlin and Hamburg – and one of the most
prosperous and fastest-growing cities in the country. Consistently regarded as one of Europe’s most liveable cities, Munich
offers promising career opportunities, a low crime rate, a broad
selection of leisure and recreational activities plus an efficient
infrastructure ensuring a high quality of life.

A METROPOLIS WITH SMALL-TOWN CHARM
Munich has become a household name around the globe in various sectors, be it art, science, technology, education, or sports.
The city is home to a host of world-famous brands, such as
BMW, Siemens, Allianz, and Bayern Munich. A broad range of
culture can be experienced in the 47 theatres and 46 museums,
including the renowned Pinakotheken and the world’s largest technology museum, Deutsches Museum.
Till this day, no building is allowed to be taller than the spires of
the Frauenkirche (Cathedral Church of Our Lady), which ensures

that Munich does not feel as overwhelming as other cities of
its scale. Various other factors add to the cosy vibe, from the
city’s parks to Bavaria’s southern charm and famed beer culture. While the Oktoberfest nowadays often pictures a cliché, it
is deeply rooted in tradition. When Crown Prince Ludwig married Princess Therese of Saxony-Hildburghausen in 1810, the
citizens of Munich were invited to attend the festivities held in
front of the city’s gates, with horse races marking the close of
the royal event. To honour their marriage, the first Oktoberfest
was held the following year and over the centuries, it has grown
into a global celebration.  

2. FRAUENKIRCHE
Built in the 15th century, the gothic Cathedral of Our Lady or
Frauenkirche in German, remains an unmistakable symbol
of the city. But not everyone is aware that the Frauenkirche
serves as the final resting place of Emperors and Kings and
that the Devil himself is said to have tried to enter the church.
The footprint Satan left before being repelled can still be seen
today. The 500-year-old brick building serves as the seat of the
Archbishop of Munich and Freising. 			

3. OLYMPIAPARK
Once built on the outskirts of town for the 1972 Olympic Games,
Olympiapark now spans 85 hectares in the city’s midst. Creating
a green hotspot for inhabitants and tourists alike. The park and
its venues are still used for concerts, training facilities and competition sites. The world-famous park will once again grab the
limelight as the main hub for European Championships Munich
2022, providing the perfect scenery for this unique event.

GATEWAY TO THE ALPS
Besides its tourist attractions, Munich boasts many areas of
beautiful greenery, with the English Garden alone covering 375
hectares! The Eisbach wave at its southern edge is the most
famous river surfing spot, used by keen surfers throughout the
year. Almost 14 kilometres long, the Isar river winds its way
elegantly through the city, offering plentiful recreational activities on its banks.
With its central European location and proximity to the Alps,
Munich is the perfect destination for both city and nature lovers. A plethora of picturesque lakes and mountains are also
only a short drive away and provide the perfect setting for a
weekend getaway.

4. ODEONSPLATZ
Odeonsplatz is a must-see square in Munich’s old town, surrounded by just as famous attractions such as Germany’s largest city centre castle – the Residenz, the baroque Theatiner
kirche or Hofgarten. The marathon runners will provide the first
golden moments with four riveting medal decisions in the heart
of the city with the race walkers following a few days later. The
finish line at Odeonsplatz will be an impressive sight for the top
athletes and a mouth-watering finish is guaranteed.

5. NYMPHENBURGER SCHLOSS
Travel back in time to the age of the Bavarian monarchy: the
extensive park with its pavilions, promenades along the palace
canals, enormous fountains, magnificent flower gardens and,
of course, impressive palace buildings is a source of fascination
for Munich natives and tourists alike. In addition to the rooms
inside the castle, you can visit several museums housed in the
palace itself, including the Museum of Man and Nature and the
Museum of Nymphenburg Porcelain.			

MUNICH’S TOP 10
We have put together a top 10 of sights to visit while in
Munich. Even though the finalisation wasn’t easy as the
Bavarian capital has an abundance of attractions to choose
from.

1. MARIENPLATZ
The heartbeat of Munich: Marienplatz (St. Mary’s Square), the
world-famous centre of the Bavarian capital, is home to the
New Town Hall. At any time of year, there’s always something happening near the Mariensäule (Column of St. Mary)
– whether it’s people gathering to witness the Glockenspiel
(carillon housed in the Town Hall), the Christmas market, championship celebrations for major sports teams or simply visitors from all over the world strolling through the city.
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6. THERESIENWIESE
For a long time, Theresienwiese, a huge open area of 42 hectares, was nothing more than grassland at the gates of Munich.
Until October 1810, when Bavarian Crown Prince Ludwig, later
King Ludwig I, organised a horse race on the meadow as part
of his wedding to Princess Therese of Saxony-Hildburghausen.
Around 50,000 spectators watched the race on a slope above
the meadow, which was named “Theresiens Wiese” (Theresien’s Meadow) in honour of the bride with royal permission.
The following year, a follow-up race was organised, bringing
the tradition of the Oktoberfest into life. In normal times, Oktoberfest begins in mid-to late September and lasts a little more
than two weeks. Construction for the world’s largest public festival begins as early as mid-July.		
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7. HOFBRÄUHAUS
German “Gemütlichkeit” and traditional beer drinking rituals are
paramount at the Hofbräuhaus on the Platzl square in Munich.
The regional cuisine, music, folk dances, waiters in traditional
attire and historic atmosphere draw thousands of Munich
natives and visitors from all over the world every day. The imposing Neo-Renaissance building remains a unique attraction. The
interior has space to serve up to 3,000 guests, and additionally
up to 400 seating places in the open-air beer garden outside.
Doors open every day at 11:00, seven days a week.

9. KÖNIGSPLATZ
In the early 19th century, King Ludwig I commissioned the con
struction of Königsplatz, modelled on the Acropolis in Athens,
Greece. The IFSC European Sport Climbing Championships
will share Königsplatz with CEV EuroBeachVolley as a fantastic venue in August. Home to the Glyptothek (archaeological museum), the State Museum of Classical Art and the
Propyläen Gate, the popular square also makes up part of the
wider Kunstareal – Munich’s art and museum quarter including several famous cultural institutions, as well as the Technical University of Munich.		
		

8. DEUTSCHES MUSEUM
The largest technology museum in the world: The German
Museum of Masterpieces of Science and Technology, as it’s
officially called, is both a traditional museum and a modern,
hands-on facility. Visitors can enjoy demonstrations, experiments, and media stations, where they can press buttons, flip
levers and switches and touch many of the exhibits. The 50 or
so subjects covered by the museum are diverse, ranging from
agriculture to astronomy, chemistry, marine biology and physics to shipping, telecommunications and even clocks.

Go for it.
The team is behind you.
10. OLYMPIC REGATTA CENTRE
Just three kilometres from the majestic Schleißheim Palace,
and a further three kilometres away from Olympiapark, is
another splendid reminder of Munich’s 1972 Summer Olympic
Games: the regatta rowing course in Oberschleißheim. Rich in
tradition, and still well-used for sports and leisure activities to
the present day, the complex has been a listed building ever
since 2018. European Championships Munich 2022 will add to
an impressive list of milestones at the Olympic Regatta Centre:
The World Rowing Championships in 1981 and 2007, as well
as 13 World Cup rowing regattas between 1998 and 2012 to
name but a few. 		
			

Because sport brings us
all together,
the Savings Bank Finance Group is strongly
committed to supporting it. Old and young, amateurs
and professionals, and people with and without
disabilities: we want to get the whole of society
moving.
It's not just about money.

Top
Partner

Weil’s um mehr als Geld geht.
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SOCIAL PERSON
The only hobby besides sport is building LEGO®, he says, while
showing off part of his neatly set up collection of finished
sports cars. His skill was sorely missed during our first Count
& Last project, which saw the colourful bricks being turned into
wheelchair ramps for Munich 2022.
In 2015 Warholm moved to Oslo and met his coach Alnes. They
have since formed a close bond: “Me and Leif are definitely just
like friends. We hang out in our spare time; we talk a lot on the
phone.” His mentor sees the person, not just the athlete. And
“he really wants the environment to be some place, where
everybody feels safe and can be themselves and develop.”
Warholm mentions he is a social person, but still has a closeknit support group. Mother Kristine Haddal functions as his
manager. “I love that, because I think for most agents or managers there would be a limit to what they are capable or willing
to do.” But his mother is a guide and help in all aspects, even
when it comes to moving across the country, organising dinner
after a meet or cleaning up. “You can ask the other guys if their
agents with the golden necklace would want to do their dishes.
Probably not,” the 26-year-old says with a smirk. No task is
beneath her, and for good reason: “Parents usually tend to go
the extra mile for their kids.”

400M HURDLES TALK WITH KARSTEN WARHOLM:
“I LOVE THE PRESSURE AND NERVOUSNESS IT
GIVES YOU”
BY CATIANA RETTENBERGER
Karsten Warholm is the latest sprint phenomenon and has
stepped right into the imprint left by the retired superstar
Usain Bolt. The Norwegian has pocketed the world record
over 400 metres hurdles in July 2021, only to break it himself a month later in the Olympic final in Tokyo, to become
the first person to go sub 46 seconds.
Author’s insight: It needs a certain kind of person, a special kind of
athlete and a unique inner conqueror to wade through the lactic
acid build-up in every practice and race. Because the 400 metres
hurdles is a different kind of beast. It is the only sprint distance that
forces all athletes into the burning, searing sensation of muscles
running out of the oxygen they so desperately need to function, but
we push on. This punishing feeling is overwritten by the reward of
knowing your mind has triumphed over your body every time you
cross the finish line. [further commentary in cursive]
We talked to the mentally toughened Viking and international track star in an exclusive interview.
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WORKOUT PHILOSOPHY AND LIFESTYLE
How does he do it? “I can’t let you in on all the secrets, you know?
Because then the other guys would start training like me, and
they would be just as good.” We laugh, knowing full well it’s not
that simple. His coach Leif Olav Alnes and the hurdle specialist have their “very own way of training.” As for many however,
his practice is work and “it’s a lifestyle to be honest,” Warholm
admits. Resting for exhausting practices on the track and in
the gym, eating to fuel the machinery that is his body, resisting
draining activities and vacations during the season, and so much
more; hurdling truly sets the tone for every waking day in his life.
Which is why Warholm tries to be as efficient as possible, unlike
some, the Norwegian claims: “I think a lot of people waste a
lot of time training on things that won’t make them better.” He
likes to focus on the specifics that will transfer onto the 400
metres hurdles and make him more proficient there. What
those are he can’t say.

The professional athlete enjoys these tight bonds: “It’s much
nicer to be on a journey with someone.” That is what got him
into athletics initially. Nowadays he has laid-back movie nights
or cooks with his friends. As a child he played football with his
comrades and just followed along when some started athletics.
“After a while I figured out, I had a talent for this. Every time
I went to a competition I performed well.” And he has never
looked back since.

FROM DECATHLON TO 400MH
Usually, children start with scaled multi-event competitions. At
senior level Warholm stuck with decathlon initially. But with his
coach, he had the goal to race at the 2016 Olympic Games in
Rio de Janeiro, therefore they decided to try out the 400 metres
hurdles. It seemed like a reasonable event since his decathlon 400 metres best was decent, and his 110 metres hurdle
technique as well. They weren’t aware of what the hurdle lap
around the track would bring. Looking back Warholm wouldn’t
change his discipline, even if he’d be as successful elsewhere,
since he can use his personal abilities the best here. “If you
really struggle for something the rewarding feeling is also often
even better, right? And that’s how I feel with the 400 metres
hurdles.”
It makes him nervous until this very day, nevertheless. “Everybody is nervous because it’s a competition. I think, you know,
nerves, it’s a good thing. It’s what gets you focused and ready
to go.” Being on edge is a good sign in his world. “I love that
pressure and nervousness it gives you going into that event.”
Especially since he’s learned to cope with the event. “I really
embrace it; it hurts in a good way.”
The Scandinavian is able to leave everything on the track, which
is a rewarding feeling in itself. “It’s always worth it once you
cross the finish line, you never regret it.” And he explains it with
rollercoaster analogy. You get scared, are uncomfortable and
wish you were elsewhere during the ride, but afterwards you
want to go again. I don’t agree with the analogy because rollercoasters are way scarier. But the addicting thrill of the 400 metres
hurdles is real, why else would anyone do it?

NEW LEVEL, NEW ERA
His weakness is a bullet point the athlete is willing to talk about,
and it doesn’t come as a surprise. “The […] continuous struggle
is the last 100 metres. That’s where you get the lactic, that’s
where, you know, the speed starts to go down and it’s hard to
keep the momentum going.”
He continues by stating that many try starting a bit slower in
the beginning in hopes to not exhaust themselves early on, but
you’d have to be able to not slow on the home straight in order
to counteract the sprint approach of Warholm. Which is sheerly
impossible, as the anaerobic phase fades towards the end,
encouraging lactic acid build-up. No matter how fast you start
the sprint the lactate will creep up and torture you on the last
100 metres. Well, if only Warholm would have told me that a few
years ago. Because that’s something most 400 metres hurdlers
learn the hard way.
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Especially his Norwegian awards mean a lot to the young man.
“For me it’s very important that my own people recognise what
I’m doing and find it very interesting to watch. I am really grateful that people are supporting my journey.”

Even though this seems so obvious, Warholm was the first to
truly step into the scorching pangs of agony and sprint, from
gun to tape. “I feel like me and Leif can pat ourselves on the
shoulder a little bit and say that we changed this event to be
more like sprinting.” And others have followed. Both Warholm
and Olympic silver medallist Rai Benjamin (USA) ran a time
beneath the standing world record of 46.70s, while Warholm
was the first to cross the finish line, snatching up the bragging
rights. “It was a very special race,” he concludes with pride. He’s
most proud of setting his most recent world record in this very
Olympic final in Tokyo. It shows how well he and his coach, with
his 40 years of experience, plan for the season.

Munich will not only host the European Athletics Championships, but eight further continental championships. And the
beach volleyball pair Anders Mol and Christian Sørum said in
our exclusive interview with them that they hope to watch their
fellow Norwegians Warholm and Jacob Ingebrigtsen race live.
The hurdler’s smile could not have been wider if he tried. “They
are my friends, and I meet them a lot of times during the year.”
Usually they see each other at functions, not on each other’s
playing fields, however. Which is why Warholm in turn would
be as glad to watch the BeachVolley Vikings play in person. The
recent success of Norwegians in summer sports is a joy to all
three men. And they might just meet while watching the European Rowing Championships, as it’s on their respective lists.
He wouldn’t mind not being recognised as he hasn’t really gotten used to the fuss everyone makes about him at any rate.
“Every time people want to talk to me or take pictures or want
me to sign something, it’s just weird for me, but at the same
time it’s also fun.” Even his ripped jerseys are a hot commodity
for museums or to be auctioned off for charity.

The Scandinavian knows that the 400 metres hurdles elite is
breathing down his neck, which just pushes him further: “It’s a
new level, it’s a new era. And it’s fun to be part of it.” The track
star is aware that there is no room for error, not even for him:
“I’m not unbeatable, obviously. Nobody is.” Nevertheless, he is
going to fight tooth and nail, which is widely known. “People
really know that they won’t have an easy day running against
me. And that’s the most important thing to me.”

REPRESENTATION FOR AND FAME
IN NORWAY
Another thing that matters to Warholm is honouring his roots:
“I put a lot of pride in representing my country, representing
my sport.” And the effort has already paid off. Most recently
the sporting celebrity has been crowned “Sportsman Of The
Year” across all sports in Norway – his third win after 2017 and
2019 – and “Athlete Of The Year” for World Athletics for 2021.

MUNICH 2022 AS LAST SEASON HIGHLIGHT
Munich will host the second edition of the European Champion
ships, after Glasgow and Berlin shared the honour in 2018. “I’m
very happy that it’s in Germany this time as well. I remember
in Berlin it was an amazing experience.” The German audience
seemed very aware of what extraordinary results were and
treated them as such, which is all any athlete can ask for. His
coach Alnes remembers the great atmosphere from the European Championships in Olympiastadion in Munich way back in
2002. To them there is only one possible feeling to be had this
time around: great joy. Warholm is looking forward to a full stadium with a well-informed crowd in Bavaria’s capital.
The goal is clear: “I think the most important thing is always to
defend a title and to win. You know, the medals are always the
main thing you are fighting for.” But that isn’t even the whole
story, as there might just be more to be expected. “I haven’t
decided if I’ll do a double in Munich yet.”
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ATHLETICS TIMETABLE

15 – 21 AUGUST 2022 | OLYMPIASTADION
DAY 1 · MON 15 AUG
MORNING SESSION
10:00
10:05
10:25
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:05
11:20
11:30
12:10
12:40

Shot Put
100m
Pole Vault
Marathon*
100m
Long Jump
100m
Shot Put
Marathon*
Long Jump
Shot Put

DAY 4 · THU 18 AUG
10:00 – 14:15

EVENING SESSION

08:30 – 14:50

EVENING SESSION

M
M
W
W
M
M
W
W
M
M
M

Qualification (A+B)
Decathlon
Qualification (A+B)
Final
Round 1
Decathlon (A+B)
Round 1
Qualification (A+B)
Final
Qualification (A+B)
Decathlon (A+B)

W
M
M
M
W
M
W
M
M
M
W
M
M
W
W

Final
Final
Decathlon
Round 1
Qualification (A+B)
Decathlon (A)
Round 1
Decathlon (B)
Decathlon (A)
Round 1
Qualification (A)
Semifinals
Decathlon (B)
Semifinals
Qualification (B)

18:15
18:30
19:00
19:25
19:35
20:05
20:15
20:38
20:58
21:15
21:48

Discus Throw
High Jump
400m
Discus Throw
400m
Triple Jump
1500m
Shot Put
Shot Put
400m
10000m

18:15 – 22:25

W
M
M
W
W
M
M
W
M
M
W

Qualification (A)
Decathlon (A+B)
Round 1
Qualification (B)
Round 1
Qualification (A+B)
Round 1
Final
Final
Decathlon
Final

M
M
M
M
M
W
W
M
M
M
W

Qualification (A+B)
Decathlon (A)
Decathlon (B)
Semifinals
Final
Semifinals
Final
Final
Decathlon Final
Final
Final

MORNING SESSION
09:00
09:20
09:25
10:10
10:15
10:45
10:50
11:25
11:36
11:55
12:30
12:48
13:05

Javelin Throw
3000m Steeplechase
Long Jump
800m
Javelin Throw
800m
Pole Vault
400m Hurdles
Javelin Throw
400m Hurdles
200m
Javelin Throw
200m

W
W
W
M
W
W
M
M
W
W
M
W
W

09:00 – 13:30

EVENING SESSION

10:00 – 12:00

EVENING SESSION

Qualification (A)
Round 1
Heptathlon (A+B)
Round 1
Qualification (B)
Round 1
Qualification (A+B)
Semifinals
Heptathlon (A)
Semifinals
Round 1
Heptathlon (B)
Round 1

20:05
20:10
20:13
20:37
20:58
21:05
21:25
21:55

High Jump
Hammer Throw
200m
200m
Long Jump
1500m
5000m
800m

M
M
M
W
W
M
W
W

20:05 – 22:25

Final
Final
Semifinals
Semifinals
Final
Final
Final
Heptathlon Final

DAY 2 · TUE 16 AUG
MORNING SESSION
08:30
08:30
09:05
09:35
09:50
09:50
10:15
10:55
11:30
11:40
12:15
12:25
12:30
13:00
13:30

35km Race Walk*
35km Race Walk*
110m Hurdles
110m Hurdles
Long Jump
Discus Throw
1500m
Discus Throw
Pole Vault
3000m Steeplechase
Hammer Throw
400m
Pole Vault
400m
Hammer Throw

18:35
18:40
19:40
20:05
20:27
20:35
21:02
21:08
21:35
22:15
22:25

High Jump
Javelin Throw
Javelin Throw
100m
Long Jump
100m
Discus Throw
5000m
1500m
100m
100m

18:35 – 22:30

09:35
10:30
10:50
11:05
11:35
11:40
12:20
12:35
13:35

Hammer Throw
100m Hurdles
Hammer Throw
400m Hurdles
High Jump
400m Hurdles
Discus Throw
Triple Jump
Discus Throw

M
W
M
M
W
W
M
W
M

10:00
10:00
10:05
10:25
10:50
11:10
11:15
11:40

09:35 – 14:20

Qualification (A)
Heptathlon
Qualification (B)
Round 1
Heptathlon (A+B)
Round 1
Qualification (A)
Qualification (A+B)
Qualification (B)

4x100m Relay
Javelin Throw
High Jump
4x100m Relay
800m
4x400m Relay
Javelin Throw
4x400m Relay

MORNING SESSION
08:30
10:15

*Road race events will take place in the Munich City Centre.
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MORNING SESSION

M
M
W
W
W
M
M
W

Round 1
Qualification (A)
Qualification (A+B)
Round 1
Semifinals
Round 1
Qualification (B)
Round 1

DAY 6 · SAT 20 AUG

DAY 3 · WED 17 AUG
MORNING SESSION

DAY 5 · FRI 19 AUG

EVENING SESSION
19:54
20:00
20:15
20:30
21:05
21:10
21:43
22:02
22:22

Shot Put
Pole Vault
Triple Jump
110m Hurdles
Hammer Throw
200m
400m
400m
110m Hurdles

W
W
M
M
W
W
M
W
M

19:50 – 22:25

Heptathlon (A+B)
Final
Final
Semifinals
Final
Heptathlon
Final
Final
Final

20km Race Walk*
20km Race Walk*

EVENING SESSION
20:05
20:15
20:25
20:43
21:15
21:45
22:13

Pole Vault
800m
Javelin Throw
100m Hurdles
4x400m Relay
4x400m Relay
3000m Steeplechase

20:20
20:27
20:45
20:55
21:00
21:20
21:45
22:00
22:22

Discus Throw
800m
1500m
Triple Jump
3000m Steeplechase
200m
400m Hurdles
400m Hurdles
200m

M
M
W
W
M
M
W
M
W

20:20 – 22:25

Final
Semifinals
Final
Final
Final
Final
Final
Final
Final

DAY 7 · SUN 21 AUG
M
W

M
W
W
W
M
W
W

08:30 – 11:55

Final
Final

20:05 – 22:25

Final
Final
Final
Round 1
Final
Final
Final

EVENING SESSION
19:05
19:10
19:40
19:50
20:00
20:45
21:12
21:22

High Jump
100m Hurdles
800m
Javelin Throw
10000m
100m Hurdles
4x100m Relay
4x100m Relay

W
W
M
M
M
W
M
W

19:05 – 21:25

Final
Semifinals
Final
Final
Final
Final
Final
Final

Information as of 17 January 2022. Subject to changes.
©️ 2022 European Championships Management Sàrl. The EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS name and logos are trademarks of European Championships Management Sàrl.
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PRELIMINARY ENTRIES

COUNTRY

ATHLETES

ALB Albania

3

AND Andorra

2

ARM Armenia

4

AUT Austria

15

AZE Azerbaijan
BEL Belgium

ICELAND

SWEDEN

FINLAND

NORWAY

DENMARK

LITHUANIA
BELARUS

GREAT
BRITAIN

NETHERLANDS

POLAND
GERMANY

BELGIUM

LUXEMBOURG
LIECHTENSTEIN
FRANCE

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

CZECH
REPUBLIC
AUSTRIA

UKRAINE

ITALY
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KOSOVO
NORTH MACEDONIA

GEORGIA
ARMENIA AZERBAIJAN

ANDORRA

ALBANIA
MALTA

MONTENEGRO
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

Preliminary entries as of March 2022.

MOLDOVA

BULGARIA

GREECE

GIBRALTAR

CRO Croatia

10

CYP Cyprus

1

CZE Czech Republic

51

DEN Denmark

25

ESP Spain

88

EST Estonia

18

FIN Finland

51

TURKEY

ISRAEL

2
152

GIB Gibraltar

2

GRE Greece

37

HUN Hungary

39

IRL

Ireland

49

ISL

Iceland

7

ISR

Israel

12

ITA

Italy

96

KOS Kosovo

2

LAT Latvia

9
23

LUX Luxembourg

6

MDA Moldova

7

MKD Republic of North Macedonia

2

MLT Malta

6

MNE Montenegro

4

MON Monaco

1

NED The Netherlands

67

NOR Norway

40

POL Poland

80

POR Portugal

39

ROU Romania

11

SLO Slovenia

20

SMR San Marino

CYPRUS

97
105

GER Germany

LTU Lithuania

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY
SWITZERLAND
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA
CROATIA
SAN
MARINO
SERBIA

MONACO

8

GEO Georgia

LATVIA

IRELAND

3

BUL Bulgaria

GBR Great Britain & Northern Ireland

RUSSIA

44

BIH Bosnia and Herzegovina

FRA France

ESTONIA

4

2

SRB Serbia

20

SUI

53

Switzerland

SVK Slovakia

27

SWE Sweden

66

TUR Turkey

40

TOTAL

1450
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PREVIEW DAY 1
MONDAY, 15 AUGUST

PREVIEW DAY 2
TUESDAY, 16 AUGUST

EHAMMER IN THE MOOD FOR
ANOTHER WORLD RECORD?

ASHER-SMITH FIGHTS TO
KEEP THE SPRINT CROWN

the long jump specialists. For now, he
remains a decathlete and it isn’t out of
the realm of probability to compete for
a medal at the European championships.
Though his opposition, with stars like the
reigning champion Arthur Abele from
Germany, definitely won’t make it easy.

15 August will be the start of the athletics action, though Munich 2022 will
commence on 11 August. Until the track
and field athletes warm up, there will
already be 54 newly crowned European
champions in the Bavarian capital. With
50 sets of medals at stake, athletics will
award its first medals straightaway as
the marathon runners are going to wind
their way through Munich’s beautiful city
centre on the morning of Day 1.

Meanwhile Olympiastadion will fill with
excited fans to watch the first track and
field qualifications. Europe’s best female
pole vaulters will take centre stage early
in the day. And both the women’s and
men’s shot put finalists will be decided.
Shot put won’t only be done by the specialists, however. The decathletes will
compete in five events, including shot
put, on the first day of the athletics competition. The French world record holder
Kevin Mayer and 2019 world champion
Niklas Kaul from Germany are going to
try to hold back the newcomers, looking
for podium finishes themselves.
Simon Ehammer is one of said new kids
on the block. The Swiss native soared
to 8.30m in Ratingen (Germany), and
with that set a long jump world record
within the decathlon. Mere weeks later
the 22-year-old wowed the crowd once
more as he broke his world record by
leaping to 8.45m! This incredible feat
granted him the world lead among

During the first evening session in Olympiastadion the first field event will crown
its king and queen, as shot put steps
into the limelight again. Having won gold
at the world indoor championships in
Belgrade earlier in the year, Portugal’s
Auriol Dongmo is looking to add another
medal to her collection. With a massive
throw of 19.68m she has catapulted
herself to the top of the European leader
board and into the top 3 of the world
rankings early in the 2022 season. The
day will end with a riveting finish over
the women’s 10000m.

The second day of the European Athletics Championships will see the inaugural
implementation of the 35km race walk,
which has replaced the 50km discipline.
Ukraine’s Maryan Zakalnytskyy, the
“reigning” and last 50km race walk European champion, hopes to succeed over
the shorter distance. It will be quite the
challenge however, as the new distance
requires a faster pace to keep up with
the best in the field. He has accepted the
challenge and looks forward to the race
in Munich’s midst.
Miltiadis Tentoglou is up for any challenge to come his way as well. The Greek
won Olympic long jump gold in Tokyo and
backed his title up with gold at the World
Athletics Indoor Championships in Belgrade with a national record of 8.55m.
Nevertheless, he sits in second place on
the European leader board behind the
decathlete Ehammer. No matter which
discipline(s) the Swiss focuses on, both
the long jump and the decathlon medals
will find their new owners in the evening
session of Day 2. Just who will snatch
the titles remains a mystery until then.

But not enough of the field events just
yet: The women will fight for podium
finishes in the discus throw. Defending
champion Sandra Perković of Croatia
has thrown 68.19m and remains the
uncontested European lead. The top 3
is rounded off by two German throwers,

namely Kristin Pudenz and Shanice Craft.
Germany will have a hard time picking
their team, as three more of their athletes have proved themselves worthy
and thrown their way into the top 8.
The action on the track is in no way lacking, despite the great line-up of field
events. The men’s 5000m finale will
bring Olympiastadion to a boil, when the
bell chimes for Europe’s best middle-
distance runners.
The climax of the day will, arguably, be
the coronation of two new sprint royals. The 100m dash has fascinated the
masses for years, no, decades. It is so
simple, yet so hard; it is so stunning and
beautiful to watch, yet so brutal. In the
blink of an eye, with the dip across the
line, lives change forever. Legends are
born and dynasties crumble. It is Marcell
Jacobs’ reign right now, and the Olympic champion and 2022 world indoor
champion is returning from injury with a
vengeance and a title to defend. Looking

Editorial deadline for all previews: 14 July 2022.
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PREVIEW DAY 3
WEDNESDAY, 17 AUGUST

at the statistics the Italian is only ranked
third on paper, with Great Britain’s Reece
Prescod at the top – having run 9.93s
– and Méba Mickaël Zeze of France in
second.

MEN HOP, STEP, JUMP
AND HURDLE FOR GOLD

The women’s 100m will be a feast for
the eyes. Four athletes have gone sub11 with Olympic finalist and indoor
world champion Mujinga Kambundji
having crossed the finish line at 10.89s.
Behind the Swiss national Dina Asher-
Smith of Great Britain is looking to hold
on to her title from 2018, which she won

ahead of Kambundji and Gina Lückenkemper. The German sprinter has just
clocked her fastest time since 2018
by putting 10.99s on the board. Daryll
Neita, also a Brit, has run the same time
with less wind assistance. These four
will go head-to-head for the glory of
being crowned sprint queen.

Poland’s Adrianna Sułek. But the line-up
doesn’t have to stay this way. The athletes have to perform to the best of their
ability in seven disciplines and across
two days of competition, which isn’t an
easy task. Who will be able to withstand
the pressure and grow with its force?

The women will race for podium finishes
over the 400m right after their male
counterparts.

The pole vault on the women’s side will
be a tough call. A total of nine athletes
have cleared 4.60m in the current season with Slovenia’s Tina Šutej leading
the pack.
100m hurdles, followed by high jump
and shot put, and then the 200m dash:
The heptathlon will be in full swing come
Day 3 of the athletics action. Anouk Vetter of the Netherlands has a substantial
lead from the rest of the multi-eventers,
when looking at the European leader
board. The Dutch woman finished her
two-day competition in Götzis (Austria)
with 6693 points, 264 points ahead of

Matthew Hudson-Smith stunned the
European athletics community when he
crossed the finish line at 44.35s. One
lap around the track. Searing pain, arms
and legs clogging up with what feels like
lead or cement, the 400m event is hard
on the body and hard on the mind. But
the Brit has seemingly mastered the
art. And he is looking to defend his title
from 2018 on his return to German soil.

Three more finals are scheduled for the
day. The men’s triple jump, the women’s
hammer and the 110m hurdles. Portugal’s Pedro Pichardo is definitely the
man to look out for, as he might just hop,
step, jump to gold, having put 17.49m
on the board earlier in the year. A rare
chance for a new face to win gold in the
women’s hammer throw has opened
up because the Polish world record
holder Anita Włodarczyk will miss out
on Munich 2022. The Olympic champion
from London, Rio and Tokyo sadly cannot defend her European championship
title, though she would have been fit to
reach for an unprecedented five-peat.
However, the four-time world champion
chased after a thief trying to pry open
her car in mid-June, and, though she
caught him, tore her hamstring in the
process.
The 110m hurdles are looking for their
very own sprint king to close off Day 3.
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PREVIEW DAY 4
THURSDAY, 18 AUGUST

PREVIEW DAY 5
FRIDAY, 19 AUGUST

MIHAMBO AND TAMBERI
JUMP FOR GLORY

CLASH OF DISCUS TITANS
AND WARHOLM’S RETURN

Joint Olympic high jump champion
Gianmarco Tamberi has his sights on
gold! Though the Italian obviously
doesn’t mind sharing – as we saw at the
Tokyo Olympic Games – the “Halfshave”
has waited a long time to reclaim his title
from 2016. At the last European Championships in 2018 Tamberi finished off
the podium, not just being dethroned,
but toppled out of the medal ranks altogether. So far, the Italian has cleared
2.30m, but three more Europeans have,
among them the reigning champion
Mateusz Przybylko. The German won
in front of a home crowd in 2018 and
hopes to do so again, just a few hours
south of Berlin. Przybylko shares his
2022 national title – won in his probably
favourite venue, Berlin’s Olympiastadion
– with Munich native Tobias Potye. They
both put 2.30m on the board and will
surely give their best to repeat this feat
in Munich’s Olympiastadion.

The discus final promises something
special with the top 5 men in the
world all being European. In a clash of
titans Olympic champion Daniel Ståhl
from Sweden, Slovenia’s Kristjan Čeh,
Mykolas Alekna and Andrius Gudžius
from Lithuania and Austria’s Lukas
Weißhaidinger will face off in Munich’s
Olympiastadion. Ståhl has managed his
18th throw beyond 70 metres this season, while Čeh started his with a career
high of 71.27m and Alekna lurking
in the background, scratching at the
70-metre mark himself.
leap of 7.09m in Birmingham. Nevertheless, she will have to fight for the
top of the podium. Khaddi Sagnia of
Sweden and Maryna Bekh-Romanchuck
of Ukraine are looking to dethrone
Mihambo. Both have come dangerously
close to the seven-metre mark themselves – too close for comfort.
One more field event will complete the
quest of finding a new champion, when
the men’s hammer throw final comes to
a close.

Just like Przybylko, Malaika Mihambo
hopes to use the advantage of competing in front of a home crowd and
win back-to-back titles. After her recent
successes failure doesn’t really come to
mind. The German long jumper opened
the 2022 season with a bang. The newly
crowned Olympic champion, 2019 world
champion and reigning European champion sprang to gold with a phenomenal
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“And the winner is Jak …,” those will most
likely be the first three letters of the
medallist’s name in the men’s 1500m,
after Jake Wightman, Jake Heyward and
Jakob Ingebrigsten line up. Will it be one
of the two Jakes from Great Britain or the
defending champion from Norway? Still
only 21 years old and with an Olympic
gold medal to his name, Ingebrigsten has
already surpassed his two older brothers,
and will be looking to hold on to his 2018
title. Though another Brit starting with a
J, Olympic bronze medallist Josh Kerr, will
be vying for the top spot as well.

runner opened her season in July, after a
long break starting in September 2021.
Just like at the Tokyo Olympics and the
2022 World Athletics Championships
she will most likely enter in all three
middle-distance events, but will she
compete in the 1500, 5000 and 10000
metres, like in Japan? Hassan is most
likely to try to defend her title in the
5000m, though a triple is possible when
looking at the athletics timetable.
The evening’s other medal event is the
conclusion of the heptathlon, with Olympic champion Nafissatou “Nafi” Thiam
trying to defend her 2018 title, and gift
herself a shiny golden medal on the eve
before her birthday.

A NEW
IS HERE!

The next final on the track will be the
women’s 1500m. And once more one
has to wonder which disciplines the
Dutch middle-distance ace Hassan will
compete in after her long break after
starting in three gruelling events at the
Olympic Games in Tokyo. Another triple
bid seems unlikely, but not out of the
question.
Following the 1500m final the female
triple jumpers will be presented and start
their competition. Bavarian fans will be
delighted to see a German face in the pole

Our True Organic Protein,
True Organic Oat and
Protein Soft Layer bars
Good for you and the environment

Yes it’s true: Delicious AND responsible
consumption – in one bar! Our new
True Range is purely plant-based with
ingredients of the highest organic quality.
All bars are free from palm-oil and wrapped
in a plastic-free, garden-compostable foil.

In the women’s 5000m, all eyes will be
on whether Olympic champion Sifan
Hassan decides to compete. The Dutch
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position, namely Neele Eckhardt-Noack.
Nevertheless, she surely isn’t lonely at
the top as Kristiina Mäkelä of Finland
and Neja Filipič of Slovenia have jumped
almost as far as her. And because Portugal’s Patrícia Mamona wants to keep
the title within her home country and
has performed extremely well at international competitions over the past years.

Double the distance, add unforgiving
obstacles and an epic water jump, and
voilà, you have the 3000m steeplechase!

PREVIEW DAY 6
SATURDAY, 20 AUGUST

It’s one of the fans’ favourite disciplines,
photogenic and full of surprises. The
men’s final will add another middle-distance event to the otherwise sprintheavy evening session.
Norway’s Karsten Warholm isn’t just a
world champion, Olympic champion and
reigning European champion, he is the
moment! In Tokyo the 400m hurdles
specialist broke his own world record
and became the first person ever to finish the 400m hurdles sub-46. In 2022,
he has faced some trouble with his
hamstrings, which forced him to quit
his race at the Rabat Diamond League
(Morocco) meeting at the start of June.
And just like that his winning streak dating all the way back to 2018 was broken.
But Warholm is focused on the future
and reclaiming his titles in this year full
of athletics highlights.
The women’s 400m hurdles are on fire as
well. Few athletes can keep up with the
record-breaking times of the US-American Sydney McLaughlin, but the Dutch
400m star Femke Bol is one of them.

DUPLANTIS SET TO HEADLINE
PENULTIMATE DAY
he will add another centimetre to his
world record. Will it be in Eugene? Will it
be in Munich? Anything is possible. Now
the reigning European champion has a
clear goal in mind for 2022: Defending
his titles in style. Class of 22 athlete Bo
Kanda Lita Baehre is Germany’s hope for
a podium finish. Having cleared 5.90m
at the nationals he ranks second behind
Duplantis. The German native will have
to bring his best to the table to ward off
the rest of the stacked field, including
well-known stars like the Frenchman
and former world record holder Renaud
Lavillenie and Poland’s Piotr Lisek.

She too finds herself in the top 3 of the
international leader board of the current
season, having crossed the line at 52.27s.
The 22-year-old makes her immense
speed look effortless, who will be able to
keep up in Munich’s Olympiastadion?
Some of the 100m finalists of Day 3
will return to the track to run the 200m
dash with a vengeance and one will
with a double in mind. Either way the
women’s 200m will be a great way to
close off Day 5.

TRACKS FOR

CHAMPIONS

An action-packed day filled with nothing
but finals, and the 100m hurdles heats,
awaits on the second-to-last day in
Munich. Athletics will return to the city
centre on Day 6, when the 20km race
walk events take place.

REGUPOL is the Official Track Supplier for
the European Championships Munich 2022.
Europe’s top athletes will compete on a
brand new REGUPOL running track.

A lot has changed in the men’s pole vault
since Armand “Mondo” Duplantis arrived
on the scene. The Swede won the last
European Championships in 2018, and
was absolutely elated. Since then, he
has put his stamp on the sport and
set four world records. 6.17m, 6.18m,
6.19m and finally 6.20m in March of
2022. The 22-year-old seems unbeatable, unstoppable, and unbreakable. In
June he cleared the six-metre mark for
the 50th time, a mindboggling undertaking. The question isn’t if, but rather, when

On Day 6 there will be few disciplines
where neither the men nor the women
have finished their competition. As per
usual the relays come last, but until the
women’s javelin final on Saturday we
won’t see the specialists take on the
event. A colourful array of flags have
found their way to the top of the European leader board. The battle royale in the
women’s javelin will reach a crescendo
when Europe’s best female throwers
enter the arena and commence.

The women’s 800m promises to be very
interesting, too. Will we see a sweep?
2021 Olympic silver medallist Keely
Hodgkinson of Great Britain is having
another great year. Indoors she broke the
national record, setting it to 1:57.20min.
Outdoors she managed to snatch the
European lead and fourth place in the
world rankings with a phenomenal performance of 1:57.71min. Laura Muir and
Jemma Reekie, both also British, are the
next two athletes in line for medals and
glory, making a British podium sweep
possible, if all three compete.

Having just mentioned the relays, let’s
continue there. The second-to-last
event of the penultimate day of the
European Championships will be the
4x400m relays. Especially the Polish
women will look forward to this race,
as they traditionally rank very high with
their incredible pool of 400m sprinters.
They will surely be a force to be reckoned
with once more.
The day will end with the women’s
steeplechase.

www.regupol.com
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PREVIEW DAY 7
SUNDAY, 21 AUGUST

GERMAN JAVELIN GREATS
AND RELAYS BOOKEND
MUNICH 2022
Burgin of Great Britain and Tony van
Diepen of the Netherlands grace the
track.
The Local Organising Committee has
saved a German favourite for last.
With javelin phenomena such as the
reigning champion Thomas Röhler,
the host nation is looking to medal big
time – and maybe even come away
with more than just one podium finish.
Helping hands (and arms) from Julian
Weber and Andreas Hofmann may
turn the entire event into a German
affair. Despite recent German success
the top two on the leader board are
the Czech Jakub Vadlejech and the Finn
Oliver Helander.
The final day of the European Athletics
Championships and Munich 2022 as a
whole will be a true treat. The women’s
high jump will open the last evening
session. Here Ukraine’s Yaroslava
Mahuchikh will reach for the stars.
She has set two world leads – 2.01m
and 2.03m – and is the top contender
for the top of the podium. Though it
shapes up to be a tussle between her
and her Ukrainian teammate Iryna Gerashchenko, the world’s top two this
year. Their federation actually has five
athletes within the European top 10,
including Yuliya Levchenko. In between
the Ukrainian blue and yellow are three
flags with hints of red. Italy, Serbia, and
Montenegro. Serbia’s Angelina Topić
equalled the world U16 record, clearing 1.96m. At the European Athletics
U18 Championships she placed first,
winning her inaugural title. One has to
wonder what she could do if she competes in Munich.
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Additionally, the men’s 800m final will
make every fan move towards the
edge of their seat as greats such as
Pierre-Ambroise Bosse of France, Max

The just 20-year-old Pia Skrzyszowska
stands atop the European list over the
100m hurdles. The Polish sprinter is just
hundredths of a second faster on paper
than some of her biggest competitors.
Behind her the esteemed hurdlers Cindy
Sember of Great Britain and the Dutch
Nadine Visser are in the hunt for glory
at this year’s championships. We also
might be looking at another heartfelt
cry of joy by the French national Cyréna
Samba-Mayela. Because who didn’t
have chills when she burst into happy
tears after her win at the World Athletics Indoor Championships in Belgrade in
March?
Another discipline with little room for
error: The 4x100m relays will round off
the athletics action at Munich 2022.
Germany is eyeing podium positions in
said relays. In recent years Germany has
won a collection of medals, nevertheless
four young men just broke the national
record and set a world lead of 37.99s.

Another exciting finale will be the men’s
10000m. 25 laps of tactical intricacies
will get the fans going on the last day of
the European Athletics Championships.
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THOMAS RÖHLER:

JAVELIN MISCONCEPTIONS AND MUNICH 2022

BY CATIANA RETTENBERGER

“THAT HOME CROWD
FEELING, THAT’S
SPECIAL, THAT STAYS.”

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS, TAKE TWO
And this year there are many top-class competitions on the
agenda. Among them are the European Championships in
Munich. The renewed home European Championships on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of Olympiapark has a very special significance. Röhler has been the reigning European champion since the first edition of the European Championships in
2018 due to the cancellation of the 2020 European Athletics Championships. The multi-sport event was split between
Glasgow and Berlin at the time. Since the home victory, he
often hears the same question: “I was often asked the question 'Olympic victory or European Championships 2018?' and
I always had to think about it. And that shows that the event
was so special.”
The Olympics reign supreme, he says, “but emotionally I have
to say 2018 got to me.” The jump into the water pit shows that
ecstasy. Röhler says the 2018 European Championships were
like an adaptation of a movie script. Five javelin throwers had
what it took to win, but ultimately it was the formerly too-slim
field athlete who was crowned European champion.

In the past, there was nothing for Thomas Röhler other than
winning, either he finished the competition with a gold medal
around his neck or did not stand on the podium at all. “That is
javelin throwing. That’s also a bit of an all-or-nothing mentality,” the 30-year-old says today. The 2016 Olympic javelin champion and reigning European champion returns after
several years plagued by injuries. We sat down with the athlete in an exclusive interview. Because this season, nothing
less than defending his European title at another home European Championships is on the agenda.
But this season there is a minimum goal even before that. “For
me, it’s first about just getting back on track after a few really
stupid injury years and Covid years.” It’s supposed to be the
uphill climb after the ongoing downhill slide of his rollercoaster
career. And things are indeed looking up.
That was evident in the first training camps this year. “I’m really
happy, the training results are back where they should be. The
body is simply responding the way I want it to, it’s sending the
signals I want it to. It also feels bad sometimes, and that’s completely okay.”
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“That home crowd feeling, that’s special, that stays. It’s the same
at home meets. It’s always something special to compete in the
national jersey. All athletes would probably agree with that.”
Four years later, the European Championships return, this time
united in Munich and with nine European Championships on
the programme.

EVERYDAY LIFE AS AN ATHLETE
Usually, the Thuringian trains twice a day for about one and a
half hours, on five days a week. But “being an athlete is by no
means over after the on-site training.” You need to focus on
active recovery such as ice baths and physiotherapy and training analysis. It’s “a huge challenge to reconcile family and top
performance sport.” During the competition season, there is
also the travelling. “We travel a lot and have about 15 competitions a year that take place outside of Germany.”
This year’s first event even took place outside Europe. The
season opener for Röhler was the Diamond League Meeting
in Doha mid-May. While the last scheduled competition is not
until September. “It will be a long competition season. I’ve been
away from competitions for a long time, which means that the
process of working with competitions again is starting now.”

MUNICH 2022
No new stadiums or halls have been built for the competitions.
Instead, most of the competitions will be held in the original
1972 arenas. “I think it’s super sustainable. It’s just using sports
venues that are there. It’s inviting sports that fit together. The
fans just have a cool product.”
This togetherness is what makes the multi-sport event special
for the javelin thrower. And he himself hopes to get to watch
other sports. But which one most? “Next door: gymnastics.
I think it’s cool, I’m a total fan. It’s also part of our training.
[...] Javelin throwing is very much characterised by mobility
and functional movements and also coordination. And that’s
all reflected in gymnastics as well.” Timewise, however, it will
unfortunately be difficult for Röhler to follow other sports, as
the focus is on his own competition. Therefore, the thrower will
not see the men’s apparatus finals, as they will take place on
the last day (21 August), just like the javelin throw final.
However, the European Championships Munich 2022 already
start on 11 August, among others with gymnastics. Maybe he
can spare an hour for active regeneration and inspiration then.
There is no lack of alternative pastimes with the nine Olympic
sports and the festival The Roofs. There is also bound to be
a common window of time to get to know the mascot Gfreidi
better and test the squirrel’s athleticism. “I’m looking forward
to seeing Gfreidi throwing javelins then.”

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE:
THE JAVELIN AND BRAKING
The mascot will have a hard time learning how to throw the
javelin, however, because it is fundamentally different from all
other disciplines in athletics. “We also like to describe it as a
human crash.”
All disciplines’ focal point is acceleration, only the javelin throwers focus on braking instead. When the run-up is slowed down
abruptly, the energy is at best transferred – in its entirety –
into the speed of the javelin by means of impulse transfer. But
this requires certain essentials: “If this braking is disturbed, i.e.
due to technical errors or slipping of the foot, then of course
the javelin does not fly well. [...] That’s why it’s so important to
really have a good track that can withstand the athlete.” This is
always a point of discussion. But weather conditions, footwear
and one’s throwing technique also play a role.
“So, the perfect sprint track is definitely not the perfect javelin
track. That’s a given.” But Röhler is satisfied with the tartan
laid out so far, which he inspected in Olympiastadion in spring.
The rest of the track is not yet ready for a cross-check by a
sprinter.
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“MY HEART WAS ALWAYS HUNG UP ON THE
THROW, THOUGH, BUT IT DIDN’T MAKE SENSE.
I WAS JUST TOO SLIM.”
THOMAS, THE FAMILY MAN
The Olympic champion also wants to keep all options open
for his almost two-year-old son, even if it doesn’t look like it
at times. “Children watch you, I had to realise that too. Without me teaching him to throw the javelin, he’s already running
through the hall with the foam rocket, and it looks like someone
has taught him. But I swear we haven’t,” he says with a laugh.
He simply enjoys being an approachable, tangible role model
for kids or even new talent. “I think it’s nice when kids recognise
athletes while grocery shopping. Pointing is also completely
okay, and then go ‘I know him, and he’s completely normal.’
That’s actually nice.”

FROM JUMPS TO THROWS
MISUNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT JAVELIN
Many assume that strength is crucial in sprinting as well as
javelin throwing. “I think that’s a misconception that’s prevalent all the way up to the youth level.” At his coaching camps in
Jena, the former German record holder explains that distances
of up to 70 metres can and should come from technique alone
and not from strength. Nevertheless, Röhler says he himself is
far from perfect. One could even make a substantial list of his
errors, despite his success and personal best of 93.90 metres.
Still, Germany is one of the most successful javelin-throwing
nations in the world, how come? According to the man from
Jena, there just happened to be many puzzle pieces that fit
into each other: a strong class of athletes, that has pushed
the inner-German competition since their youth, a very experienced coaching team and an immense research advantage.

Such dreams came late in his career. “I never planned to be an
Olympic athlete or anything. It was just my hobby for a long
time.” Nevertheless, the Thuringian was able to turn this pastime into a career. He “always threw stones into the Baltic Sea
as a little kid.” But passion alone was not enough to make the
squad.
“I was simply one of the guys who developed a bit more slowly.”
But even at the sports school, standards had to be met. In the
triple jump he was able to produce them, otherwise the 2016
Olympic champion would have had to leave the sports school
prematurely. “My heart was always hung up on the throw,
though, but it didn’t make sense. I was just too slim.”

Preparation turns
judges into fans.
→ Find out more at Allianz.com

With a new coach, changes at the base, and a subsequent transition year in the decathlon, Röhler arrived at the javelin throw
at the late age of 18.

Therefore, an all-German podium at the World or European
Championships is theoretically possible this year, he said. “We
dream of it, have tried it again and again. Maybe it’s meant to
be in Munich.”

Juliette Lacome
Professional Surfer
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MUNICH 2022’S MASCOT:
GFREIDI, THE SPORTY SQUIRREL
We proudly present our official mascot Gfreidi! This original
Munich squirrel just cannot wait for European Champion
ships Munich 2022. The anticipation is endless! For the
nine European Championships. For the varied festival programme. For the many athletes and visitors from all over
Europe, whom it can bring closer its hometown and a piece
of Bavarian culture.

PRETTY FLASHY
In terms of character, we couldn’t have asked for a more fitting mascot, but Gfreidi’s outfit – from head to toe – perfectly
reflects Munich 2022 as well. So, let’s start at the top: The traditional hat is typically Bavarian. Here, a sense of belonging to
home and tradition meet the European Championships, as the
chamois beard picks up on the colours of the nine sports and
expresses the colourful diversity of the event.
With one for each sport, Gfreidi’s shirt collection is just as colourful. On the other hand, the shorts remain dark blue – the
main colour of the European Championships – event logo
included. The light blue shoes reflect the colour of the Munich
2022 lettering and represent Munich, the host city.

Gfreidi is lively, active, curious, and clever – the perfect
face for our diverse multi-sport event.

SPORTY ALL-ROUNDER
Sporty and active – that’s a great description of Gfreidi’s lifestyle. Curious by nature, our mascot loves to try out new sports.
The European Championships are just the thing! Whether it’s
individual, team or ball sports, we’ve got you covered! Fast,
agile, and alert, it’s a good thing that Gfreidi feels just as much
at home on firm ground as at lofty heights. So, get into your
sports gear and LET’S GO!

FROM A DRAWING TO OLYMPIAPARK
In spring 2021, we started a special competition: Kids aged
from 3-13 were asked what their dream mascot for Munich
2022 would look like and given the freedom to be creative.
We received over 600 drawings and handicrafts, which were
judged by an expert jury. Our final choice was far from easy, but
in the end a sporty squirrel wearing a traditional Bavarian hat
and shorts was chosen. The now 9-year-old Stephanie from
Nuremberg was the creative artist behind the first draft! She
has already had the opportunity to meet Gfreidi in person and
will see it live in action in August. Little Stephanie got to spend
time with the mascot and Malaika Mihambo in Olympiastadion.
While Munich’s live emblem, Münchner Kindl, and Karsten Warholm strolled through the city centre with the curious squirrel.

“GFREI DI!” MEANS NOTHING
OTHER THAN “BE HAPPY!”
BAVARIAN FOR BEGINNERS
Certainly, all Bavarians may enjoy a little advantage when it
comes to the name of our mascot, but Gfreidi will also quickly
roll off the tongues of everyone else. “Gfrei Di!” means nothing other than “Be happy!” – and you have every reason to
be. Together we will celebrate the biggest multi-sport event
in Germany since the 1972 Olympic Games. Look forward to
a unique event experience in Olympiapark and the whole of
Munich! Look forward to emotions and stories that can only be
found in sport! Look forward to Bavarian charm and our colourful festival The Roofs! Look forward to Gfreidi, who awaits you
with open arms and a smile!
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IN NUMBERS

7

47

DAYS

COUNTRIES

50 MEDAL
DECISIONS

260

COMPETITION
OFFICIALS

55

RIGHTS-HOLDING
BROADCASTERS

IN TOTAL FOR MUNICH 2022

36

RIGHTS-HOLDING
BROADCASTERS
ON SITE

460

HOURS OF TV
COVERAGE
FOR MUNICH
2022

73
CARS

15,677

300
PHOTOGRAPHERS

IN TOTAL FOR MUNICH 2022

1,528
ATHLETES

88

SETS OF MEDALS

(264 MEDALS IN TOTAL)

264
FLOWERS

149

TV CAMERAS

350 IN TOTAL FOR MUNICH 2022
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The Local Organising Committee received their first volunteer
application back in October 2020, way before the official volunteer programme was launched. The email was sent by Walter
Heiß, whose lines and attached photos were more than convincing. The pensioner was a helper back at the 1972 Olympic Games and eager to take on a similar role at the European
Championships. The old uniform still fits, he claimed. In the
meantime, 15 more volunteers specifically pointed out in their
application that they were part of the team in 1972. They will
certainly cut a fine figure in their new Munich 2022 clothing as
well. “When someone applies to be a volunteer, it’s not about
material things. Life is made of more than just money and gold,
it’s made up of so many experiences,” explains Heiß. “The older
you get, the more you learn to cherish these experiences. They
become more and more valuable.” There are plenty more memories to be made for the 71-year-old and his fellow volunteers.

(CHAMPIONS
GARDEN)

BACK TO THE ROOFS PT. 2

(PRODUCTION BY
HOST BROADCAST)

MEDIA
ACCREDITATIONS

Without their helping hands, a multi-sport event of this magnitude would not be possible: More than 6,000 volunteers will be
in action at the European Championships and take on a special
role in the event organisation. Young and old, from near and
far, rookies and experienced volunteers, they are all eager to
be part of and contribute to the biggest multi-sport event since
the 1972 Olympic Games. While each and every volunteer is
appreciated and deserves its own story, we have highlighted
two remarkable narratives.

A SPECIAL GROUP OF ALUMNI

LITRES OF WATER
FOR ATHLETES

200 SPECIFIC
ATHLETICS

THE BACKBONE OF
MUNICH 2022

2,100

MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES

AT MUNICH 2022

1,000 PRESS
1,100 BROADCAST

Whilst many volunteers might have a personal memory or special connection with Munich and Olympiapark, it’s hard to beat
Ralf Bartels’ Back to the Roofs story. The former shot putter will
return to Olympiastadion as a volunteer, 20 years after competing at the 2002 European Athletics Championships where
he claimed bronze. It was his first of many medals in major
international competitions. His biggest achievements include
two gold medals, at the 2006 European Athletics Championships and the 2011 European Athletics Indoor Championships.
So, it will be a familiar setting but a new perspective for the
now 44-year-old, as he will experience the medal fights as one
of 680 volunteers assigned to the stadium.
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A BADGE OF HONOUR:

MUNICH’S MEDALS AND TROPHY

As sustainability is one of the core values of the multi-sport
event, the medals and boxes have been produced in the most
sustainable way possible. The box is made from card, which in
turn is FSC certified. While the championship medals are manufactured from recycled PET and use the zinc pressure die casting process.
Production has been handled by Touch of Ginger who have
already produced the torch for the 2012 Olympic Games, and
the 2018 European Championships medals and corresponding
Nations Trophy. The trophy will return in the 2022 edition of
the European Championships and serves as one of the main
unifying elements of the multi-sport event. It will once more
be awarded to the nation that finishes top of the overall medal
table featuring all participating sports. At Glasgow / Berlin
2018, Russia claimed said trophy ahead of second-placed
Great Britain and third-placed Italy.

IN A NUTSHELL
 Decentralised and venue based
 Reliable and robust procedures
 Building historical bridges to former events,
e.g. by costume design or use of legendary
athletes as presenters
 As close as possible to fans and family
 Time efficient
 Athletes in the spotlight
 As soon as possible after the end of
competition
 Harmonised across all sports
 Showcasing Munich and its venues

It is Munich 2022’s honour to crown 177 European champions
over the span of 11 days. Until the day comes no one can say
who these outstanding athletes will be, either way the Local
Organising Committee (LOC) has put the utmost love to detail
into collating worthy prizes for its champions.
The medals for European Championships Munich 2022 were
conceptualised by Munich 2022’s Creative Director Florian
Weber and drawn up by Designworks, the home-grown design
forge of BMW. These medals are unique in every way possible. Unlike usually, the ribbon is more than just a lanyard but
a seamless connection to and integrated into the medal itself.
The ribbon’s ends cross like the traditional and well-known
Munich pretzel, paying homage to the host city, and to the
embrace of worlds, sports and arms after a long while apart.
“I’m proud that together with Designworks we managed to
compress so many stories into our medal design. These unique
stories tell the history of Olympiapark, pay tribute to Munich
as the host city and most importantly place the athletes at the
centre,” explains Weber. The summary of the efforts of the past
two years is a positive one: “We challenged the status quo of
medal design and succeeded thanks to this great cooperation.”
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MUNICH 2022 MEDAL CEREMONY CONCEPT
Each of the 177 medal moments at Munich 2022 creates a
great opportunity to showcase the respective sport, the successful athletes, the enthusiasm of the fans as well as the
beauty and the uniqueness of the venues.
Having liaised with many athletes across the nine sports, the
LOC feels obliged to honour those special moments in a distinguished Munich way. At the same time medal ceremonies are
one of the core unifying elements across all sports, underlining the multi-sport character of the European Championships.
Therefore, a harmonising framework will be applied respecting
each sport’s traditions and regulations.
With each medal ceremony, Munich 2022 aims to offer unforgettable moments to the athletes, fans, media partners, and
rights-holding broadcasters.
To achieve this goal, the LOC follows an approach focused on the
uniqueness of each venue, the proximity of athletes and fans,
the well-known traditions and robust protocol of multi-sport
events and reliable, efficient procedures for all stakeholders.

ATHLETICS MEDAL CEREMONY CONCEPT
The Central Roof on Olympiasee will serve as a stunning backdrop for the medal ceremonies of the 2022 European Athletics
Championships. The water will shine in the background while
the athletes receive their medals on the largest stage of the
accompanying festival The Roofs. To ensure this unique backdrop is framed in the best possible way, the LOC is working on
backdrop solutions that allow for optimised partner exposure
yet at the same time visibility of the natural surroundings.

A total of 1,300 medals in gold, silver and bronze will be
handed out across all nine Olympic sports, with each being
specific to their sport. Therefore, the ribbon includes not only
the sport icon but also the corresponding sport colour. Nevertheless, the overall design and feel will be the very same
to bring in another unifying element to the event. The medal
design is bold and dynamic with a contemporary triangular
prism form inspired by the European Championships’ ‘Mark
of a Champion’ star.
The front of the medal features another Munich symbol, as its
slanted and layered surface culminates in a discreetly flowing
art piece inspired by the silhouette of the roof tent in Olympiapark. It is a tangible element giving power to the smallest
of details leading to the biggest of victories. Through these
different angles and the contrast between the finish of the
background and the shine of the logo, the medal catches the
light’s reflections and brings them to life. All while leaving
room for the obligatory engraving of the medallists’ names in
the middle of their new physical award. Also, the medal winners won’t have to come up with a unique way to store or
showcase their prized possession, because the case already
doubles as a base for proper display.
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TIMETABLE
MEDAL CEREMONIES
FRI 19 AUG

MON 15 AUG
14:15

Marathon

W

19:25

High Jump

M

14:21

Marathon Team

W

19:33

Heptathlon

W

#FANSOFSPORTS

Odeonsplatz

Hard work is the
key to success .

Central Roof

14:28

Marathon

M

14:34

Marathon Team

M

22:48

Shot Put

22:54

Shot Put

19:41

Long Jump

W

22:42

1500m

W

W

22:48

3000m Steeplechase

M

M

22:54

200m

M

Central Roof

SAT 20 AUG

TUE 16 AUG

Odeonsplatz

Central Roof

11:45

35km Race Walk

M

11:51

35km Race Walk

W

22:36

10000m

22:42

22:48

12:00

20km Race Walk

M

12:06

20km Race Walk

W

W

19:00

400m Hurdles

M

5000m

M

19:08

400m Hurdles

W

Long Jump

M

19:16

Discus Throw

M

19:24

Triple Jump

W

19:32

200m

W

WED 17 AUG

Central Roof

Odeonsplatz

Central Roof

18:50

Discus Throw

W

22:36

800m

W

18:58

100m

M

22:42

4x400m Relay

M

19:06

100m

W

22:49

Javelin Throw

W

19:14

Decathlon

M

22:55

4x400m Relay

W

22:48

Triple Jump

M

22:54

400m

M

SUN 21 AUG

THU 18 AUG

Central Roof

Pole Vault

M

18:23

3000m Steeplechase

W

19:00

400m

W

21:40

800m

M

19:08

Pole Vault

W

21:50

10000m

M

19:16

Hammer Throw

W

22:00

100m Hurdles

W

19:24

110m Hurdles

M

22:10

High Jump

W

22:40

1500m

M

22:20

Javelin Throw

M

22:46

Hammer Throw

M

22:30

4x100m Relay

M

22:52

5000m

W

22:40

4x100m Relay

W

As of 6 July 2022. Subject to changes.
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18:15

Central Roof

create your masterpiece
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50 YEARS LATER:
FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER
FROM MUNICH 1972

3. GERMANY’S GOLDEN HOUR
Athletics is a sport near and dear to Germany’s heart. Which was
all the more reason to be ecstatic whenever six o’clock rolled
around on the eve of 3 September. The preceding hour became
known as the sporting Golden Hour for the Federal Republic
of Germany. Hildegard Falck-Kimmich, Bernd Kannenberg and
Klaus Wolfermann secured gold in 800 metres, 50 kilometres
race walking and in the javelin throw respectively. While further
East German medals did not count towards this summary at
the time, Heide Rosendahl’s silver in the pentathlon should be
mentioned as well.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) awarded the 1972 Olympic Games to Munich, with the city winning out over
Montreal, Madrid and Detroit, on 24 April 1966. The event took place in Bavaria’s capital from 26 August - 11 September 1972.

1. A NEW ERA FOR MUNICH
The Olympic Games were a significant contributing factor to
Munich’s current reputation as a modern, charming metropolis of culture and sport. The event would help to progress the
development of the city. The awarding of the Games to Munich
had brought with it urban development on a scale the city had
not seen since the time of King Ludwig I. The decision brought
transformations in record time, as the mountain of rubble on
the site of the former Oberwiesenfeld airport was moulded
into Olympiapark, complete with sports facilities, and transport
routes across the entire city were whipped into shape. Until
today the subway stops at Olympiapark and the expansions
are in constant use.

4. TRAGEDY STRIKES
The cheerful 1972 Olympic Games had a tragic dark side. Just
before dawn on 5 September, a group of eight members of the
Palestinian Black September militant organisation broke into
the Olympic Village and took 11 Israeli athletes, coaches and
officials hostage in their apartments. Two of the hostages who
resisted were killed in the first moments of the break-in; the
subsequent stand-off in the Olympic Village lasted for almost
18 hours. In the ensuing battle, all hostages were killed, as
were five of the terrorists and one policeman.
The Games were paused for 34 hours and, after much deliberation, resumed with a one-day postponement. To this day,
the memories of it have not faded. As an inseparable part of the
history of 1972, commemoration of the victims of the terrorist
attack also finds its place in this anniversary year.
2. THE FACES OF THE EVENT: OLGA KORBUT AND MARK SPITZ
Olga Korbut became everyone’s darling with her movie-worthy
performance. First the Soviet gymnast won gold in the team
all-around. Then, in the individual all-around, a late fall robbed
the 17-year-old of the chance to collect another medal. But the
sudden media star returned to the scene to win gold on balance
beam and floor exercise in the apparatus finals.
The US swimmer Mark Spitz set an astonishing number of
seven world records and thereby won a dizzying number of
seven gold medals, which in turn set yet another world record
for most gold medals in one Olympics. This record stood until
2008 when another US swimmer – Michael Phelps – won
eight gold medals in the pool.
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5. THE VERY FIRST OLYMPIC MASCOT – WALDI
Waldi was the very first official mascot in the history of the
Olympic Games. He is a dachshund; a popular animal in Bavaria,
known for its endurance, tenacity and speed. The mascot has
multiple colours: The head and tail are light blue, while its body
is striped, including three of the Olympic colours.
The lively mascot was born on 15 December 1969 at a
Christmas party of the Munich Games Organising Committee, where those present were allowed to make their mascot
designs with crayons, sheets of paper and modelling clay. Its
final designer was Elena Winschermann (née Schwaiger).
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TRAVELLING BACK IN TIME WITH
HILDEGARD FALCK-KIMMICH

THE DREAM OF COMPETING AT HOME
On 26 April 1966, the International Olympic Committee (IOC)
awarded the 1972 Olympic Games to Munich, with the city
winning out over Montreal, Madrid and Detroit. At that time,
the Lower Saxony-native was just 16 years old. She didn’t have
a strict focus on running yet. “I didn’t just do athletics, I also
swam and played handball.” The dream of being an Olympic
champion in her own country had not even occurred. “I was
always a multi-sport athlete.”
Two years later, in 1968, the opportunity arose to take part
in the first International Youth Camp at the Olympic Games in
Mexico City. However, the trip was not strictly based on sporting
merit: Questionnaires with multiple-choice answers, essays,
multi-sport competitions, dance courses and choir participation were just some of the tasks required for consideration. The
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) wanted to use the event to
present its best face to the world, one that demonstrated wellrounded youth. A selection of almost 400 young people met
in Duisburg-Wedau. About 80 of them were selected, including
Falck-Kimmich, whilst East Germany (GDR) sent 25 athletes.
They helped make up a total of more than 1000 young people
from all over the world that descended on Mexico.
On site there was the opportunity to view various sports venues
and follow competitors, including Dick Fosbury (high jump) and
Bob Beaman (long jump) in athletics. The time spent in Mexico
was one of pure inspiration – a period that Falck-Kimmich still
reminisces fondly about today. Among other things, she met
her future husband Klaus Kimmich there. Their daughter would
later follow in their footsteps as part of the International Youth
Camp in 1996.
In 1968 there were no elite female 800m runners from West
Germany at the Olympic Games. Falck-Kimmich had a personal
best of around 2:08 minutes at the time. “I was already a very
good middle-distance runner back then. And then I thought: well,
wouldn’t it be incredible if I could manage to come to the Games
in my own country in 1972?” Her hunger was awoken. From then
on, she dreamed of being able to experience the Olympic Games
as an athlete, dedicating her training to this sole purpose. “It was
clear to me that I wanted to be at the Olympic Games in Munich.”

THE PATH TO A WORLD RECORD
At that time, however, there was still no talk of the impending
world record and Olympic victory: “The first goal was just to be
able to take part in the Games in my own country.” To achieve
this, the young runner increased her training volume from three
to four times a week to five.
BY CATIANA RETTENBERGER
In the women’s 800m, beating the magical two-minute mark is not only an accolade but also an absolute necessity for international success. In the past, such a time was deemed completely unrealistic. But in 1971, Hildegard Falck-Kimmich became
the first woman to undercut that mark when she crossed the finish line in Stuttgart in 1:58.5 minutes. The following year
she became Olympic champion in her own country. In an exclusive interview with Falck-Kimmich, we embarked on a journey
through time to mark the 50th anniversary of the Olympic Games in Munich’s Olympiapark and her grandiose successes.
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1969: MOON LANDING AND INJURY
But then came a setback: a capsule tear in her upper ankle
in the middle of a competition. Falck-Kimmich was pushed
slightly during the race, leading to her stepping awkwardly on
the verge between the running surface and the infield inside
the track. The incident caused a severely sprained ankle, bringing her season to an abrupt end.

“AND THEN I SAW A
GAP AND SPRINTED
FORWARD.”
1970: FOUNDING OF EUROPEAN ATHLETICS AND TRAINING
SUCCESS
Fortunately, the following year was injury-free. Falck-Kimmich
remembers the good pre-season. In Berlin, she was able to
reduce her personal best to a fabulous time of 2:02 minutes.
Even the Yugoslav world record-holder Vera Nikolić could not
prevail against the blonde from Nettelrede (today known as
Bad Münder am Deister).
1971: FIRST BROADCAST OF GERMAN CLASSIC ‘SHOW
WITH THE MOUSE’ AND 800M WORLD RECORD
In the year before the Munich Olympic Games, Falck-Kimmich
pulled off the ultimate coup. Together with her trainer, she
opted to lead the 800m at the German Championships from
gun to tape. Et voilà, world record! No pace, no calculations, just
running. The then 22-year-old tackled the first 200 metres in
a brisk 28.5 seconds. “It’s common nowadays, but it wasn’t so
common back then.” From the side-line, her coach shouted her
split times. It soon became apparent she would not be hampered for starting so quickly. The three remaining 200-metre
sections were each completed in around 30 seconds. And
with that Falck-Kimmich had done it! She broke the previously
unthinkable two-minute barrier, a goal she herself didn’t think
achievable: “This world record in Stuttgart, with 1:58.5 minutes,
came as a great surprise to me.”
The training beforehand and the performance in other
competitions were good and the barrier was shattered. She
undercut Nikolić’s world record by almost 2.5 seconds. A
quantum leap! With Ellen Tittel, Sylvia Schenk and Christa
Merten, Falck-Kimmich was also able to celebrate a 4x800m
relay world record.
The result of the European Championships in Helsinki was
less pleasant. Getting tangled up with Gunhild Hoffmeister
(GDR), Falck-Kimmich fell in the final in a scramble on the home
straight. She would like to clarify rumours about the fall, as she
has repeatedly been asked whether her East German competitor knowingly pushed her with malicious intent: “We both
wanted to win, so you don’t get involved in jostling. It was just
a very unfortunate coincidence.”
1972: STAR TREK AND THE SUMMER OLYMPICS COUNTDOWN
Before the highlight of the season, Falck-Kimmich was hoping for a third consecutive title at the German Championships
with another start-to-finish victory. This time she tackled the
first 400 metres in Olympiastadion in Munich in a brisk 57.5
seconds, one second faster than at her world record performance from the previous year: “That didn’t do me any good – I
was overtaken by Sylvia Schenk in the last few metres on the
home straight.”
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SUNDAY’S GOLDEN HOUR
OLYMPIC VICTORY IN MUNICH
With the thought in the back of her mind not to rush and avoid
the scramble by all means, she competed in the Olympic Games
in Munich, which were held from 26 August to 11 September.
“I knew that I would be very careful in all three rounds, in the
preliminary heats, semifinals and final. And if someone got too
close to me, I would extend my elbows a bit. I had to do that in
one run,” explains the former athlete with a laugh. It was Madeline Menning (USA), Olympic champion from 1968, who learned
of Falck-Kimmich’s presence the hard way.
Despite years of preparation, there was a good deal of nervousness before the run. But at the start “the whole stadium
was blocked out of my mind.” The final had the right pace for
Falck-Kimmich. “I was in the middle of the group and flowed
with the group. And I’ve always just made sure that I find gaps
somewhere to get out of there.” At the exit of the last bend, she
seized her chance. “And then I saw a gap and sprinted forward.”
Commencing a final sprint so early is risky, but it was worth it.
“I was then able to defend the lead I created to get out of the
gap until I crossed the finish line.” Just 0.1 seconds later, Nijolė
Sabaitė (USSR) crossed the finish line.

“The murmurs and buzz in the stadium carried me. I can’t
even describe it. But when I crossed the finish line, that was
just absolutely amazing.” The crowd in the stadium had other
successes to celebrate in the very same hour 17:00-18:00 on
3 September became known as the sporting Golden Hour for
the Federal Republic of Germany. In addition to Falck-Kimmich,
Bernd Kannenberg also secured gold in the 20 km race walk
and Klaus Wolfermann in the javelin throw. Also, Heide Rosendahl, the German face of the Games at the time, won silver in
the pentathlon.
“Of course, we congratulated and hugged each other and were
happy together,” remembers Falck-Kimmich. Her masseur had
chilled a bottle of sparkling wine, but there was no time to celebrate with the other gold medallists. A few days later she would
take bronze with the West German team in the 4x400m relay.
Since then, the stars of the Golden Hour have met regularly in
private, and at galas and the like. However, the topic of conversations is not always exclusively sport.

TRAGEDY STRIKES AT THE 1972 OLYMPICS
The cheerful 1972 Olympic Games had a tragic dark side.
After her Olympic victory, Falck-Kimmich was taking a short
break and preparing for the 4x400m relay in Gmund in a hotel
on Tegernsee when she found out about the terrorist attack
and kidnappings. “Of course, I myself have wonderful memories of Munich. What I only noticed from a distance, but what
saddened me despite everything, is how political things […]
made it possible for something like this to happen, that was
so horrible.”
The Games were paused and, after much deliberation, resumed
with a one-day postponement. To this day, the memories of
it have not faded. “It saddened me very, very much, also how
it ended on the airfield.” As an inseparable part of the history
of 1972, commemoration of the victims of the terrorist attack
also finds its place in this anniversary year.
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SUSTAINABILITY: USE OF OLYMPIAPARK

LOOKING FORWARD TO EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS MUNICH 2022

Today Olympiapark also functions as the memorial for the 12
victims, while the 85 hectares in the middle of the German
metropolis continue to be the home of sport. “I think that
Munich ‘72 benefited a lot from the Olympic Games.”

The European Championships Munich 2022 are the largest
multi-sport event in Germany since the Olympic Games in
1972. “I’m really looking forward to it, because I’ll also be in
Munich at the time.”

By reusing the sports facilities, e.g. also for concerts etc.,
Munich’s Olympiapark remains the most sustainable Olympic
venue. “The swimming pool in Olympiapark and the sports halls
that are there are still being used.” Such sustainable use over
several decades is unique in the world. “The Rudi-Sedlmayer-
Halle is also something that is used.” It was built in 1972 for the
Olympic basketball programme and has been the home of FC
Bayern Basketball for many years. At the European Championships, the court will be prepared for the table tennis players. “I
think it’s nice how Munich has managed it.”

Falck-Kimmich will mainly be attending the athletics competitions, although nine separate European championships will be
held in the Bavarian state capital. Falck-Kimmich’s fingers will
be crossed for Class of 22 athlete and 14-time German champion Christina Hering in the 800m. “I know her personally and
I certainly wish her all the best and lots and lots of success.”
Falck-Kimmich continues to follow the sport with passion and
has one goal in mind for Hering: “She has to make the final,
that’s a must.”
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HISTORY OF THE EUROPEAN
ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Despite celebrating its golden jubilee in 2020, European Athletics
traces its history back much further than 1970. 20 years following its 1912 formation in Stockholm, Sweden, the International
Amateur Athletics Federation (formerly IAAF, now World Athletics) created a committee to explore the validity of a European
regional body. In 1933 this came closer to reality when World
Athletics appointed a permanent European committee and just
a year later, Europe’s best male athletes were meeting in Torino,
Italy for the inaugural European Athletics Championships.
21 titles were decided across three days of action in Torino,
from which Germany would take home the biggest medal haul
with six golds, two silvers and 11 bronzes, although it could
have just as easily been seven golds, had the result of the men’s
100m final not been overturned, which saw Erich Borchmeyer
miss out to Netherlands’ Chris Berger, earning the Dutchman
the coveted 100m and 200m golden medal double.

Perhaps the biggest attention that weekend in Torino was
reserved for Finland’s Matti Järvinen, who surpassed his own
javelin world record throw. It assured the Finn’s place in the
annals of European athletics history, as the first athlete to
break a world record at the now biannual championships.
Only males competed in Torino, but this was somewhat rectified in 1938 when two individual championships took place –
one for women in Paris, France at the beginning of September
and a second for men two weeks later in Vienna, Austria. With
World War II halting any hopes of championships in 1942, they
returned in 1946, with men and women competing alongside
each other in Oslo, Norway.

Igor Ter-Ovanesyan of the Soviet Union participating in the long jump event, in which he placed second, during the 1971 European Athletics Championships in Helsinki

Järvinen’s world record was by no means the last to be set at
the European Athletics Championships, which over the years
have played host to some of the biggest legends of world athletics. These include the Soviet Union’s Igor Ter-Ovanesyan
who, between 1958 and 1971, accrued five medals in the
men’s long jump, including three golds; and Croatian discus
thrower Sandra Perković, who has won gold in every one of
the previous five European Championships, to go with her
two Olympic and two world championship golds. Perhaps no
one, however, can come close to Irena Szewińska. Between
1966 and 1978 the Polish athlete incredibly won 10 European
medals, five of which were gold. They filled her medal cabinet
alongside three gold, two silver and two bronze Olympic medals, won across 100m, 200m, long jump and the 4x100m relay.
Irena Szewińska of Poland boasts an incredible 10 medals at European
Championships

In 2020 Covid-19 forced the cancellation of the planned European Championships in Paris – the first time since 1942 that
the event has not taken place. With Berlin, Germany hosting
the previous edition in 2018, this marks the first time that one
country will host back-to-back championships.
From its modest Italian beginnings, the European Championships will now celebrate their delayed 25th edition in Munich
this summer, with the gold medals on offer having expanded
from 21 to 50 and the field of athletes growing to almost 1,500.
The very first men’s 100m sprint at the 1934 European Athletics Championships saw the Netherlands’ Chris Berger take gold
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Dina Asher-Smith claimed three golds at Berlin 2018
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RECENT RECORDS
MEN

WOMEN

MEN

100m

WOMEN

110m Hurdles / 100m Hurdles

World record

9.58 s (Usain Bolt, JAM, 2009)

10.49 s (Florence Griffith-Joyner, USA, 1988)

World record

12.80 s (Aries Merritt, USA, 2012)

12.20 s (Kendra Harrison, USA, 2016)

European record

9.80 s (Lamont Marcell Jacobs, ITA, 2021)

10.73 s (Christine Arron, FRA, 1998)

European record

12.91 s (Colin Jackson, GRB, 1993)

12.21 s (Yordanka Donkova, BUL, 1988)

Title holder

Zharnel Hughes, GBR (9.95 s)

Dina Asher-Smith, GBR (10.85 s)

Title holder

Pascal Martinot-Lagarde, FRA (13.17 s)

Elvira Hermann, BLR (12.67 s)

200m

400m Hurdles

World record

19.19 s (Usain Bolt, JAM, 2009)

21.34 s (Florence Griffith-Joyner, USA, 1988)

World record

45.94 s (Karsten Warholm, NOR, 2021)

51.46 s (Sydney McLaughlin, USA, 2021)

European record

19.72 s (Pietro Mennea, ITA, 1979)

21.63 s (Dafne Schippers, NED, 2015)

European record

45.94 s (Karsten Warholm, NOR, 2021)

52.03 s (Femke Bol, NED, 2021)

Title holder

Ramil Guliyev, TUR (19.76 s)

Dina Asher-Smith, GBR (21.89 s)

Title holder

Karsten Warholm, NOR (47.64 s)

Lea Sprunger, SUI (54.33 s)

400m

3000m Steeplechase

World record

43.03 s (Wayde van Niekerk, RSA, 2016)

47.60 s (Marita Koch, GDR, 1985)

World record

7:53.63 min (Saif Saaeed Shaheen, QAT, 2004)

8:44.32min (Beatrice Chepkoech, KEN, 2018)

European record

44.33 s (Thomas Schönlebe, GDR, 1987)

47.60 s (Marita Koch, GDR, 1985)

European record

8:00.09 min (Mahiedine Mekhissi, FRA, 2013)

8:58.81 min (Gulnara Samitova-Galkina, RUS, 2008)

Title holder

Matthew Hudson-Smith, GBR (44.78 s)

Justyna Święty-Eresetic, POL (50.41 s)

Title holder

Mahiedine Mekhissi, FRA (8:31.66 min)

Gesa Felicitas Krause, GER (9:19.80 min)

800m

High Jump

World record

1:40.91 min (David Rudisha, KEN, 2012)

1:53.28 min (Jarmila Kratochvílová, TCH, 1983)

World record

2.45 m (Javier Sotomayor, CUB, 1993)

2.09 m (Stefka Kostadinova, BUL, 1987)

European record

1:41.11 min (Wilson Kipketer, DEN, 1997)

1:53.28 min (Jarmila Kratochvílová, TCH, 1983)

European record

2.42 m (Patrik Sjöberg, SWE, 1987)

2.09 m (Stefka Kostadinova, BUL, 1987)

Title holder

Adam Kszczot, POL (1:44.59 min)

Natalya Pryshchepa, UKR (2:00.39 min)

Title holder

Mateusz Przybylko, GER (2.35 m)

Mariya Lasitskene, ANA (2.00 m)

1500m

Pole Vault

World record

3:26.00 min (Micham El Guerrouj, MAR, 1998)

3:50.07 min (Genzebe Dibaba, ETH, 2015)

World record

6.20 m (Armand Duplantis, SWE, 2022)

5.06 m (Yelena Isinbayeva, RUS, 2009)

European record

4:50.01 min (Jakob Ingebrigsten, NOR, 2020)

3:51.95 min (Sifan Hassan, NED, 2019)

European record

6.20 m (Armand Duplantis, SWE, 2022)

5.06 m (Yelena Isinbayeva, RUS, 2009)

Title holder

Jakob Ingebrigsten, NOR (3:38.10 min)

Laura Muir, GBR (4:02.32 min)

Title holder

Armand Duplantis, SWE (6.05 m)

Katerina Stefanidi, GRE (4.85 m)

5000m

Long Jump

World record

12:35.36min (Joshua Cheptegei, UGA, 2020)

14:06,62min (Letesenbet Gidey, ETH, 2020)

World record

8.95 m (Mike Powell, USA, 1991)

7.52 m (Galina Chistyakova, URS, 1988)

European record

12:48.45min (Jakob Ingebrigsten, NOR, 2021)

14:22.12min (Sifan Hassan, NED, 2019)

European record

8.86 m (Robert Emmiyan, URS, 1987)

7.52 m (Galina Chistyakova, URS, 1988)

Title holder

Jakob Ingebrigsten, NOR (13:17.06min)

Sifan Hassan, NED (14:46.12min)

Title holder

Miltiadis Tentoglou, GRE (8.25 m)

Malaika Mihambo, GER (6.75 m)

10000m

Triple Jump

World record

26:11.00 min (Joshua Cheptegei, UGA, 2020)

29:01.03 min (Letesenbet Gidey, ETH, 2021)

World record

18.29 m (Jonathan Edwards, GBR, 1995)

15.67 m (Yulimar Rojas, VEN, 2021)

European record

26:46.57 min (Mo Farah, GRB, 2011)

29:06.82 min (Sifan Hassan, NED, 2021)

European record

18.29 m (Jonathan Edwards, GBR, 1995)

15.50 m (Inessa Kravets, UKR, 1995)

Title holder

Morhad Amdouni, FRA. (28:11.22 min)

Lonah Chemtai Salpeter, ISR (31:43.29 min)

Title holder

Nelson Évora, POR (17.10 m)

Paraskevi Papachristou, GRE (14.60 m)

Marathon
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Shot Put

World record

2:01.39 h (Eliud Kipchoge, KEN, 2018)

2:17.01 h (Mary Jepkosgei Keitany, ETH, 2017)

World record

23.37 m (Ryan Crouser, USA, 2021)

22.63 m (Natalya Lisovskaya, URS, 1987)

European record

2:03:36 h (Bashir Abdi, BEL, 2021)

2:15:25 h (Paula Radcliffe, GBR, 2003)

European record

23.06 m (Ulf Timmermann, GDR, 1988)

22.63 m (Natalya Lisovskaya, URS, 1987)

Title holder

Koen Naert, BEL (2:09:51 h)

Volha Mazuronak, BLR (2:26:22 h)

Title holder

Michał Haratyk, POL (21.72 m)

Paulina Gubra, POL (19.33 m)
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MEN

WOMEN
Discus Throw

World record

74.08 m (Jürgen Schult, GDR, 1986)

76.80 m (Gabriele Reinsch, GDR, 1988)

European record

74.08 m (Jürgen Schult, GDR, 1986)

76.80 m (Gabriele Reinsch, GDR, 1988)

Title holder

Andrius Gudžius, LTU (68.46 m)

Sandra Perković, CRO (67.62 m)

Hammer Throw
World record

86.74 m (Yuriy Sedykh, URS, 1986)

82.98 m (Anita Włodarczyk, POL, 2016)

European record

86.74 m (Yuriy Sedykh, URS, 1986)

82.98 m (Anita Włodarczyk, POL, 2016)

Title holder

Wojciech Nowicki, POL (80.12 m)

Anita Włodarczyk, POL (78.94 m)

Javelin Throw
World record

98.48 m (Jan Železný, CZE, 1996)

72.28 m (Barbora Špotáková, CZE, 2008)

European record

98.48 m (Jan Železný, CZE, 1996)

72.28 m (Barbora Špotáková, CZE, 2008)

Title holder

Thomas Röhler, GER (89.47 m)

Christina Hussong, GER (67.90 m)

Decathlon / Heptathlon
World record

9126 points (Kevin Mayer, FRA, 2018)

7291 points (Jackie Joyner-Kersee, USA, 1988)

European record

9126 points (Kevin Mayer, FRA, 2018)

7032 points (Carolina Klüft, SWE, 2007)

Title holder

Arthur Abele, GER (8431 points)

Nafissatou Thiam, BEL (6816 points)

DON’T MISS A BEAT
OF MUNICH 2022
There are multiple ways to follow the European Championships
Munich 2022. Our preferred option is quite obvious: Taking a
seat in the magnificent stadiums and halls and witnessing
sports history up close and personal. If you can’t make it to
Munich, that is a pity, but no reason to fret. We’ve got you covered. Lean back and enjoy the multi-sport extravaganza from a
distance or simply complement your event experience on-site.

DOWNLOAD THE OFFICIAL APP
The Munich 2022 Official Event App is your
perfect companion – here you will find live
results, schedules, start lists and exclusive multimedia content about the sporting action and our festival The Roofs. Pick
your favourite programme bits, add them to
your agenda and create your personal event experience! Our
interactive map will help you to keep track of your location. And
since you can’t split in two and be at all venues at the same
time, our live blog will provide you with the most important
updates, so that you don’t miss a single golden moment. The
app is free of charge, available in German and English and for
both iOS and Android devices.

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
There is no need for a special script or any Hitchcock suspense,
as the nine sports are providing the best stories themselves.
The TV cameras will capture each of the 177 medal events,
each decisive moment, emotional outburst, or broken record.
Munich 2022 will be broadcast by the European Broadcasting
Union (EBU), the umbrella body for Europe’s free-to-air channels, making it easy to follow the event on television, online
and radio.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
If you do not follow Munich 2022 and The Roofs on social
media, you are truly missing out. From video highlights to
behind-the-scenes footage, the social media channels play
an integral part in the event coverage. Our witty and charming festival and sports reporters will provide you with exclusive
insights from backstage. So, click the like and subscribe buttons
to join them on the Munich 2022 journey.

20km Race Walk
World record

1:16:36 h (Yusuke Suzuki, JPN, 2015)

1:23:49 h (Jiayu Yang, CHN, 2021)

European record

1:17:02 h (Yohann Diniz, FRA, 2015)

1:25:02 h (Yelena Mashnova, RUS, 2012)

Title holder

Álvaro Martín, ESP (1:20:42 h)

María Pérez, ESP (1:26:36 h)

35km Race Walk

@ECMunich2022

World record

-

-

European record

-

2:39:16 h (María Pérez, ESP, 2022)

Title holder

-

-

@munich2022
@ECMunich2022
Munich 2022

4x100m Relay
World record

36.84 s (JAM, 2012)

40.82 s (USA, 2012)

European record

37.36 s (GBR, 2019)

41.37 s (GDR, 1985)

Title holder

GBR (37.80 s)

GBR (41.88 s)

4x400m Relay
World record

2:54.29 min (USA, 1993)

3:15.17 min (URS, 1988)

European record

2:56.60 min (GBR, 1996)

3:15.17 min (URS, 1988)

Title holder

BEL (2:59.47 min)

POL (3:26.59 min)

Munich 2022
European Championships
Munich 2022
@theroofs_munich
Munich 2022 
Official Event App

#munich2022

As of 28 June 2022. Subject to change.
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DRESS LIKE A CHAMPION
T-shirts, jumpers, mugs, bags and much more… The Munich 2022 online shop offers a large
variety of official merchandise and invites you to browse all its pages. Would you like to
secure a coveted souvenir or freshen up your wardrobe? Then you‘ve come to the right place.
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Scan the QR code and start shopping!

Das vielfältige Shop-Angebot richtet sich dabei an Pendler, Reisende und Umsteiger, die
unterwegs einfach und bequem einkaufen möchten. Perfekt zusammengestellte Sortimentsbausteine, eine breite Auswahl an Markenartikeln und innovativen Produkten, faire
Preise und ein kompetenter Service sorgen für ein rundum angenehmes Einkaufserlebnis
und spürbares Umsatzplus.
EDEKA C+C großmarkt GmbH • New York Ring 6 • 22297 Hamburg • www.edeka-convenience.de
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